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Abstract

In this thesis a research activity is presented, concerning matters of dynamics
and control of robot manipulators for space robotics applications. In partic-
ular, kinematic control principles suitable for the realization of trajectory-
tracking manoeuvres are considered for manipulators in the kinematic redun-
dancy condition, that is typically available on actual space robotic systems.
A well known characteristic of space manipulators is due to the dynamic
coupling that arises between the manipulator motion and the motion of
the base spacecraft on which the manipulator is mounted, due to action-
reaction exchanges between the subsystems, and to the characteristics of
their momentum equations that determine the non-holonomic nature of the
system. This coupling determines dynamic disturbances generated by the
manipulator during operation. It reveals important to control these distur-
bances in order to respect the pointing requirements of the spacecraft, for
what concerns communications, on-board instrumentation, and solar panels
orientation, and also for what concerns restrictions on the admissible accel-
eration disturbances exerted on the base platform, that in particular can
be imposed during experimental micro-gravity activities onboard the space
station. Fundamental objective of the kinematic control schemes developed
in this work is to achieve an optimization of the possible joint trajectories
that command the movement of the arm, in order to minimize the dynamic
disturbances exerted on the platform, which is possible thanks to a bal-
anced coordination of the arm internal motions, that compensates for its
momentum variations that are produced during a trajectory-tracking ma-
noeuvre. Original formulations for the base reaction control are presented
and analyzed, and the problem is set in the mathematical framework of con-
strained least squares methods, while the kinematic control is resolved at
the joint acceleration level, in order to attain an effective expressions of the
kinematic and dynamic variables involved. The proposed principles reveal
suitable for real-time space applications, thanks to the local formulation of
the optimization problems and to the use of stable and consolidated solution
routines. Analysis and validation of the proposed laws have been developed
be means of an experimental test campaign on a planar robot manipulator
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prototype with three degrees-of-freedom, suspended by air bearings on a flat
granite plane, in order to simulate the microgravity environment. In partic-
ular a series of trajectory-tracking tests have been performed with dynamic
measurements of the resultant base reactions. The analysis is completed by
means of a robot simulator system, that has been developed by reproducing
the geometrical and inertial characteristics of the experimental prototype.
The performance of the control laws have been evaluated both in the fixed
base condition, and in the free-floating base condition, and in this case an
evaluation on the influence of the inertial parameters involved have been
carried out. An independent research activity was related to the application
of optimization methods for contact forces control of a bio-inspired climb-
ing robots with dry adhesive pads. Control principles are presented, and
their performances evaluated by means of a robot simulator and validated
through an experimental robot prototype.

∼

In questa tesi è presentato un lavoro di ricerca sulla dinamica ed il controllo
di bracci robotici per applicazioni spaziali. In particolare, sono proposti dei
principi di controllo cinematico adatti all’inseguimento di traiettorie nello
spazio operativo del manipolatore in condizioni di ridondanza cinematica,
le quali sono tipicamente disponibili negli attuali sistemi robotici spaziali.
Caratteristica meccanica peculiare delle applicazioni di robotica orbitale è
l’accoppiamento dinamico che si verifica tra il moto del braccio ed il moto
della piattaforma satellitare sulla quale è montato, dovuto agli scambi di
azione e reazione che i due sottosistemi si scambiano tra di loro ed alla natura
non-olonomica del sistema. Tale accoppiamento è causa di disturbi dinamici
esercitati dal manipolatore in fase di operazione, che è necessario controllare
in modo da ottemperare sia ai requisiti di puntamento del satellite per quanto
riguarda le comunicazioni, la strumentazione di bordo, e l’orientazione dei
pannelli solari, sia alle restrizioni sui disturbi di accelerazione impartiti
alla piattaforma, che in particolare possono essere imposte durante attiv-
ità sperimentali in microgravità a bordo della stazione spaziale. Obiettivo
fondamentale degli schemi di controllo cinematico sviluppati in questo la-
voro, è quello di realizzare una ottimizzazione delle possibili traiettorie di
giunto che comandano il movimento del braccio, in modo da minimizzare
il disturbo dinamico esercitato sulla piattaforma, reso possibile attraverso
la coordinazione dei movimenti interni del braccio, i quali compensino le
variazioni di momento che si producono in questo durante l’inseguimento di
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traiettoria. Formulazioni originali di controllo delle reazioni sono presen-
tate ed analizzate, attraverso il supporto matematico dei metodi ai minimi
quadrati vincolati, mentre il controllo cinematico è risolto al livello delle
accelerazioni di giunto, in modo da poter esprimere in maniera efficace le
grandezze cinematiche e dinamiche coinvolte. I principi proposti si rivelano
adatti per l’implementazione in tempo reale in applicazioni spaziali, grazie
all’impostazione dei problemi in forma locale ed alla possibilità di utilizzo di
algoritmi numerici stabili e consolidati. L’analisi e la validazione delle leggi
proposte è stata effettuata attraverso prove sperimentali su un manipolatore
planare sperimentale a tre gradi di libertà, sospeso su cuscinetti d’aria in
modo da simulare l’ambiente di microgravità, con il quale sono state effet-
tuate prove di inseguimento con misure dinamiche dei disturbi di reazione.
L’analisi sperimentale è accompagnata dallo sviluppo di un ambiente di simu-
lazione, il quale riproduce le caratteristiche geometriche ed inerziali del robot
sperimentale. Le prestazioni delle leggi di controllo sono state valutate sia per
le condizioni di vincolo a base fissa, che di base libera, ed in quest’ultimo caso
sono state effettuate valutazioni rispetto all’influenza dei parametri inerziali
coinvolti. Una parte indipendente del lavoro, riguarda infine l’applicazione
di metodi di ottimizzazione per il controllo delle forze di adesione, adatti
al controllo di robot arrampicatori, i quali sfruttano l’utilizzo di sistemi di
adesione secca in modo da aumentare l’aderenza alla superficie. I principi
di controllo sono testati attraverso un simulatore ed i risultati validati in un
robot prototipo sperimentale.
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Chapter 1

Sommario esteso

Il tema principale di ricerca presentato in questa tesi riguarda il controllo
delle reazioni dinamiche esercitate alla base di manipolatori per utilizzi
spaziali durante manovre di inseguimento di traiettoria. Il problema viene
affrontato attraverso la definizione di schemi di controllo cinematico al livello
delle accelerazioni di giunto, all’interno del contesto operativo del Controllo
ad Accelerazione Risolta (RAC), e viene sfruttata la caratteristica di ridon-
danza cinematica tipica dei manipolatori spaziali in modo da provvederne
delle risoluzioni ottime al livello delle accelerazioni di giunto.

L’ottimizzazione delle traiettorie di giunto è resa possibile attraverso
schemi di ottimizzazione ai minimi quadrati vincolati, i quali, ai fini del
raggiungimento degli obiettivi preposti, sono applicati nelle formulazioni dei
problemi ai minimi quadrati con vincoli di uguaglianza, denominati Least

Squares problems with Equality constraints (LSE) ed estese alla formu-
lazione di problemi ai minimi quadrati con vincoli di uguaglianza e disug-
uaglianza, denominati Least Squares problems with Equality and Inequality

constraints (LSEI), in modo da poter considerare l’intervento dei limiti di
giunto nella soluzione.

Tale impostazione del problema si presta all’implementazione per ap-
plicazioni di manovra in tempo reale, grazie alla disponibilità di algoritmi
consolidati ed efficienti per la soluzione dei problemi ai minimi quadrati ed il
calcolo delle grandezze cinematiche e dinamiche coinvolte, ed all’definizione
del problema di ottimizzazione in forma locale.

La possibilità di conseguire l’ottimizzazione delle prestazioni dinamiche
durante il movimento del braccio è resa possibile attraverso una preliminare
modellazione cinematica e dinamica del sistema studiato. In accordo con ap-
procci consolidati in robotica, il sistema composto dal satellite e dal braccio
robotico montato su di esso, è modellato come un sistema articolato com-
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posto di una catena cinematica aperta di corpi rigidi, vincolati tra di loro
attraverso giunti elementari.

Attraverso la modellazione cinematica e dinamica, è possibile ottenere
le richieste equazioni differenziali cinematiche e dinamiche al livello delle
accelerazioni di giunto. Gli schemi di modellazione sono presentati sia per la
configurazione di vincolo a base fissa, sia per la configurazione a base libera,
e ne è sottolineata l’analogia strutturale. Per mezzo di essa è mostrato come
è possibile impostare il problema cinematico e dinamico sotto una comune
formulazione.

In particolare la cinematica a base fissa è presentata attraverso l’uso della
matrice Jacobiana del manipolatore, nota anche come Fixed Base Jacobian

matrix (FJB), mentre la cinematica a base libera è presentata sia attraverso
l’utilizzo della FBJ, sia attraverso l’uso della matrice Jacobiana generaliz-
zata del sistema base-manipolatore, nota in letteratura come Generalized

Jacobian Matrix (GJM). Attraverso la prima è possibile l’inseguimento di
riferimenti espressi nel sistema della piattaforma, mentre attraverso la GJM
è possibile l’inseguimento di riferimenti nel sistema inerziale esterno.

Le equazioni della dinamica sono quindi proposte per quanto riguarda le
relazioni differenziali intercorrenti tra le variabili di giunto e le loro derivate,
rispetto alle forze e coppie di reazione esercitate alla base in conseguenza ai
movimenti del braccio. Attraverso di esse, è stato definito il vettore delle
reazioni pesate, equivalente a una combinazione lineare pesata con una ma-
trice di peso. Grazie all’introduzione della matrice di peso, è possibile la
valutazione complessiva dell’effetto dinamico sulla base, e la definizione di
una funzione di costo del problema di ottimizzazione dinamica. Analoga-
mente al caso cinematico, anche nel caso dinamico è stata quindi proposta
la formulazione per la configurazione di vincolo a base fissa, e per la config-
urazione a base libera, la quale porta alla definizione di differenti matrici di
massa.

In seguito alla derivazione delle equazioni dirette dei modelli, è possi-
bile osservare non solo l’analogia strutturale delle due condizioni di vincolo
della base, ma allo stesso modo l’esistenza di un’analogia strutturale an-
che per quanto riguarda le relazioni cinematiche e dinamiche tra di loro.
Grazie all’impostazione del problema di controllo delle reazioni attraverso
l’utilizzo di metodi ai minimi quadrati lineari, è possibile sfruttare appieno
tale analogia. La differenza fondamentale nella valutazione delle variabili
coinvolte, è data dal fatto che nel caso a base libera è necessario disporre di
valori aggiornati delle variabili di orientazione della piattaforma satellitare,
attraverso elaborazione dei segnali di misura di assetto forniti dalla strumen-
tazione di bordo, oppure tramite integrazione numerica. Ciò è dovuto, come
noto, alla natura anolonoma del sistema costituito dal satellite e dal manipo-
latore, dato dalla non integrabilità delle equazioni del momento angolare nel
caso generale.
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Essendo il problema affrontato al livello delle accelerazioni, si osserva che
le equazioni cinematiche e dinamiche risultano lineari rispetto alle acceler-
azioni di giunto, le quali rappresentano la variabile di controllo del problema,
mentre le variabili delle velocità di giunto, delle posizioni di giunto, e della
posizione del satellite – nella configurazione a base libera -sono considerate
come variabili di stato.

A questo punto, è possibile definire in maniera completa il problema di
ottimizzazione e controllo, attraverso la definizione di opportune funzioni di
costo. Il problema fondamentale della minimizzazione delle reazioni, è quindi
impostato in forma locale nelle accelerazioni di giunto, mentre la funzione
di costo è definita come la norma del vettore delle reazioni pesate, ovvero la
norma pesata del vettore composto, costituito da forze e coppie di reazione
risultanti.

Il problema di inseguimento di traiettoria, costituisce in questo contesto
il vincolo di uguaglianza del problema LSE, di dimensione pari al grado di
ridondanza cinematica del braccio rispetto alla dimensione del vettore cine-
matico di inseguimento. All’interno di tale vincolo, è ricercata la soluzione
ottima che genera il minimo disturbo di reazione. La soluzione è fornita
sia in forma chiusa attraverso espressioni algebriche, sia attraverso l’utilizzo
di una matrice Jacobiana estesa opportunamente definita, che si presenta
adatta all’utilizzo in schemi pseudo-inversi ed alla risoluzione del problema
LSE per mezzo del metodo dei pesi. Il problema con limiti di accelerazione
di giunto LSEI è stato quindi proposto come completamento della struttura
di controllo.

Come soluzione particolare, è investigato il caso del problema cinematico
e dinamico inverso, la cui soluzione è ammessa in particolari condizioni di-
mensionali, date dal minimo numero di ridondanze con le quali è possi-
bile investigare la possibilità di una soluzione esatta dell’inseguimento di
traiettoria, e di ottenere allo stesso tempo una reazione pesata nulla du-
rante il movimento. Le soluzioni sono quindi confrontate alla tradizionale
risoluzione pseudo inversa ai minimi quadrati, il cui problema è denominato
Least Squares (LS), la quale nel caso ridondante produce il moto di minima
accelerazione di giunto.

Una estensione del problema è quindi proposto attraverso l’estensione
del metodo dei pesi, la quale permette ottenere un miglioramento delle per-
formance di riduzione del disturbo di reazione, sfruttando la possibilità di
attenuare la precisione di inseguimento del vincolo cinematico. In questo
caso è stata definita una opportuna funzione di costo, composta sia di un
contributo dinamico, che da uno cinematico.

Quindi, dopo la presentazione dell’impianto teorico del controllo delle
reazioni, viene presentata una campagna di test di simulazione, seguita dalla
validazione sperimentale dei risultati. Il sistema sperimentale è costituito da
un braccio robotico prototipo planare a tre gradi di libertà (GDL), presente
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nei laboratori del CISAS presso l’Università di Padova, sospeso su di un pi-
ano di granito per mezzo di cuscinetti d’aria in modo da simulare l’ambiente
di microgravità. Il manipolatore è controllato da un sistema di asservimento
industriale, mentre una bilancia dinamometrica collegata con la flangia di at-
tacco del braccio, fornisce le misure dinamiche delle forze e coppie di reazione
risultanti. Un simulatore è stato sviluppato dall’autore, il quale riproduce le
caratteristiche geometriche ed inerziali del braccio, ed estende la possibilità
di analisi alla configurazione a base libera.

Sono quindi presentati test di inseguimento di traiettoria con misure
di forze e coppie di reazione per il caso a base fissa, nella condizioni più
generali di controllo delle reazione, e confrontate le prestazioni degli schemi
di soluzione LS, LSE, ed LSEI, sia attraverso simulazione, sia attraverso test
sperimentali. Segue una fase di analisi di sensibilità rispetto alle variabili più
significative. In particolare, viene valutata l’influenza della scelta dei fattori
di peso nella definizione della reazione pesata, l’influenza dei valori massimi
dei limiti di accelerazione imposti, e delle caratteristiche inerziali del braccio.
Quindi dei test sono presentati i quali intendono valutare le possibilità di
miglioramento delle performance dinamiche attraverso il rilassamento del
vincolo cinematico.

Come condizione dimensionale particolare è in seguito testata la minimiz-
zazione della sola coppia di reazione, dimostrando la possibilità di ottenere
l’inseguimento di traiettoria con un profilo di reazione nulla alla base. Anche
per tale caso significativo, vengono presentati la fase di simulazione, seguita
dalle validazioni sperimentali, per le soluzioni LS, LSE, ed LSEI. Quindi
viene proposta un’analisi dello spazio di lavoro a reazioni nulle, attraverso
una campagna di simulazione, dimostrando la validità del principio per un
elevato numero di traiettorie di prova.

Alla presentazione dei risultati nel caso a base fissa, segue l’esposizione
dei test di simulazione sulla configurazione a base libera. Test di insegui-
mento vengono effettuati per i diversi schemi di controllo, ed in partico-
lare l’attenzione è qui concentrata nell’indagine delle condizioni di reazione
nulla. I risultati sono analizzati per diverse caratteristiche inerziali della pi-
attaforma, sia rispetto al disturbo dinamico generato, che rispetto ai valori
delle variabili di giunto coinvolte.

In conclusione della parte riguardante lo studio sui manipolatori robotici,
è quindi presentata una estensione delle applicazioni al caso generale dell’
inseguimento di un profilo di reazione, attraverso cui è possibile ottenere un
controllo completo sia delle accelerazioni all’end-effector, sia delle reazioni
generate. Tale estensione suggerisce prospettive interessanti nel contesto
della possibilità di coordinazione di più bracci montati sulla stessa piattaforma.

Come argomento collaterale, è quindi presentato il lavoro riguardante
delle applicazioni per robot arrampicatori, svolto in collaborazione con la
Simon Fraser University di Vancouver in Canada. Tale ricerca si inserisce
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nel contesto della realizzazione di un sistema robotico arrampicatore, che
sfrutta dispositivi di attacco con adesione secca, i quali traggono ispirazione
dalle caratteristiche adottate in natura da alcune specie di rettili.

In questo contesto, sono stati affrontati due argomenti di ricerca. Il
primo riguarda la proposta di un modello di adesione semplificato adatto
ad essere implementato in sistemi di simulazione e controllo per applicazioni
robotiche. Il secondo riguarda lo studio di schemi di controllo per miglio-
rare la stabilità di un robot arrampicatore in condizioni di inclinazione an-
che critiche. Per quanto riguarda il modello di adesione, è stata effettuata
una campagna di prova per una tipologia di materiale polimerico innova-
tiva dotata di microstruttura, a contatto con una superficie di vetro, e un
modello è stato proposto e testato. Nel contesto, invece, del controllo delle
forze di contatto, viene presentato un originale approccio al problema, che
consiste nell’ottimizzazione delle forze di contatto del sistema robotico, nel
rispetto dei vincoli di equilibrio statico del suo insieme. Due tipologie di
soluzione sono proposte e confrontate. Viene presentato sia un approccio
al problema ai minimi quadrati; che un approccio di tipo minimax, assieme
alla metodologia per ottenere le corrispondenti coppie di giunto. Gli schemi
sono stati testati sia per quanto riguarda le forze di contatto, che per quanto
riguarda le coppie di giunto: I test sono stati effettuati in diverse condizioni
operative attraverso un sistema di simulazione, mentre validazioni sperimen-
tale sono stati realizzate attraverso un robot prototipo messo a punto nei
laboratori della Simon Fraser University.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

The use of space robotic manipulation systems for on-orbit applications is a
relatively recent fact, that mainly relies on space operation support provided
by the two Canadian-built manipulators, operating on the Space Shuttle –
the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) – and on the International
Space Station (ISS) – the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SS-
RMS) – that, together with the Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator
(SPDM) and the Mobile Base System (MBS), forms the Mobile Servicing
System (MSS), that reveals a central role in support of many space opera-
tion missions. More recently a Japanese robotic arm have appeared in the
Japanese Experimental Module (JEM) on the ISS, the Japanese Remote
Manipulator System (JEM RMS), and the near future will see a European
Robotic Arm (ERA) mounted on the Russian segment of the space station.

The use of robotic technologies for space applications presents the main
advantages that risks faced by astronauts are reduced, especially for what
concerns Extra Vehicular Activities (EVA), that can be performed or as-
sisted by a robotic arm, and also that productivity results increased. The
grasping and maneuvering capabilities of a robotic manipulator are also es-
sential in handling massive payloads, such as in berthing operations with
target vehicles and spacecrafts. Former studies on space robotic missions
and their analysis in EVA and Intra Vehicular Activities (IVA) were part
of the NASA telerobotic program [1, 2, 3] and research on dynamics and
control of space robotic systems began to provide the first significant results
in the 1980s. Since then, research on space robotics have advanced to the
point that several studies have been carried out about the opportunity of
the utilization of space service units equipped with robotic manipulators, for
on-orbit satellite servicing missions, space assembly, and space exploration
applications. Recent reviews on actual applications and research programs
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in space robotics can be found in [4] and in [5].
Among the most significant experimental modules that have been de-

veloped in order to investigate the feasibility of on-orbit service systems, it
should be mentioned the Japanese ETS-VII mission, and the American Or-
bital Express, while fundamental pioneering works on dynamics and control
of space robotics system have been developed especially at the MIT and in
Japan by Dubowsky and Papadopoulos [6, 7, 8], and Nenchev, Umetani and
Yoshida [9, 10, 11] . A survey on the fundamental theory in dynamics and
control of space robotic systems can be found in [12], while a more recent
review can be found in [13]. A fundamental characteristic of space manip-
ulators, that differentiates them from terrestrial application manipulators,
resides in the dynamic coupling that exists between the motion of the robot
manipulator and the motion of the base spacecraft, due to the fact that the
manipulator exerts reaction forces and torques on the base during manoeu-
vres. In this thesis, the problem of controlling the base reaction disturbance
while performing a general target-tracking manoeuvre is tackled, and orig-
inal contributions to the body of literature on the subject is provided, by
exploiting the manipulator redundancy in order to minimize a cost function
of the base reactions. The minimization of the base reaction disturbance on
the base spacecraft is fundamental for the following reasons [3]: 1) in order
to maintain the antennas communication link, the orientation of pointing
instrumentation and scanning devices, since reduced dynamic disturbances
result in a reduced energy consumption of the Attitude Control System
(ACS) for the maintenance of the desired attitude, or for the reorientation
after the manipulator manoeuvre and, therefore, lead to an increased system
useful life; 2) in order to preserve the microgravity environment onboard the
spacecraft; 3) in order to reduce the energy consumption of the propulsion
system, if a controlled spacecraft attitude and/or position is required.

Redundancy resolution schemes have been proposed in literature accord-
ing to a kinematic approach, for the local minimization of the spacecraft an-
gular velocity, exploiting the the momentum and angular momentum con-
servation laws [6, 9]. In particular, robot motions, if any, that allow to
maintain the same spacecraft attitude can be found by means of the Fixed
Attitude Restricted (FAR) Jacobian matrix introduced by Nenchev et al.
[14]. Heuristic path planning methods that proposed the introduction of a
disturbance map by Dubowsky et al. [6, 15], have also been proposed. The
non-holonomic properties of the system in the path planning problem has
been pointed out by Nakamura and Mukheerjee in [16, 17]. On the other
hand, other authors proposed a dynamic approach, that is also the approach
used in this thesis, the object of which consists in the reduction of the re-
actions transferred to the base spacecraft. A local optimization approach
for reaction minimization was proposed by De Silva and Quinn [18, 19], in
which a Rayleigh-Ritz technique and polynomial shape functions are used

8
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in order to optimize the joint trajectories. A Lagrangian constrained opti-
mization method has been proposed by Schäfer, Krenn et al. in [20, 21], in
which second and forth order polynomials have been used in order to ap-
proximate the base motion. The Reaction Null Space (RNS) concept have
been proposed by Nenchev et al. [22, 23] in order to study the existence of
zero reaction paths in the manipulator workspace. Globally optimal solu-
tions outperform local solutions for a defined manipulation manoeuvre, but
require heavy computations that rule out real-time control [19], and are not
suitable for teleoperation purposes.

The solutions to the base reaction control problem proposed in this thesis
are developed in the framework of local optimization methods in which the
manipulator kinematics equations are inverted by means of considering the
optimization of dynamics cost functions into account, thanks to the availabil-
ity of a kinematic redundancy. The resolutions of the redundancy is carried
out at the joint acceleration level, in the context of the Resolved Accelera-
tion Control [24], providing an extension of kinematic control principles for
redundant manipulators [25, 26], in terms of Jacobian pseudoinverse formu-
lations, and extended Jacobian formulations. The proposed optimization
problem setting makes use of constrained least squares methods [27, 28, 29],
and optimization problems are defined in the form of Least Squares prob-
lems with Equality constraints (LSE), suitable for real-time applications
[30, 31, 32]. The introduction of joint acceleration limits in the solution
have been studied by means of the formulation of Least Squares Problem
with Equality and Inequality constraints (LSEI). Furthermore, closed form
solutions to the defined LSE problems have been given, and a formulation
of the solution have been introduced by means of the weighting method
[33, 34, 27]. By an extension of the applications of the weighting method,
a solution have been provided that allows the reduction of the base reac-
tions up to a desired level, by means of relaxing the end-effector tracking
requirements.

Kinematic control problems and their solutions are presented, and their
performance tested by simulations, and validated by means of a 3 degrees-
of-freedom (DOF) planar manipulator prototype. Sensitivity studies are
carried out for the significant dynamic and control variables, and the per-
formance analyzed in different operative conditions. The control problems,
their solutions, and their tests, have been carried out both for the fixed base
configuration and for the free-floating base configuration. The existence of
zero reaction solutions have been demonstrated and validated, and a zero
reaction workspace study has been carried out for different robot inertial
properties. The control principles have then been extended to the definition
of the new concept of base reaction tracking, that reveals promising in terms
of defining manoeuvres that exert an exact desired base reaction, eventually
zero, and in possible coordination principles for multi-manipulator systems.

9
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A collateral work is presented in the final part of this thesis, that presents
a study on modeling and control of the contact forces of bio-inspired climbing
robots, that has been studied by means of Least Squares (LS) and Minimax
(MMX) optimization routines, followed by simulation tests and experimental
validation, which have been carried out in cooperation with the Simon Fraser
University.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 4 presents the kinematics
and dynamics model of a space manipulator; in Chapter 5 the base reaction
optimization framework is developed, that represents the general basis on
which the solutions of foregoing chapters are founded; Chapter 6 presents
the reaction control schemes as applied to a fixed base manipulator, and
its simulation and experimental test campaign; Chapter 7 extends the base
reaction control to the free floating base condition, and simulation tests are
presented and analyzed; in Chapter 8 an extended application is proposed in
which a base reaction tracking manoeuvre is performed; Chapter 9 presents
the research activity on climbing robots; and Chapter 10 concludes the the-
sis. An overview about constrained least squares methods is provided in
Appendix A.

The results of this thesis, have been published by the author and his
research group in the following articles [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45], to which the reader is referred for further informations and details.

10



Chapter 3

Notation

A brief description on the notation used in this work is exposed in this
Chapter. In order to describe the physical quantities and their numerical
description, three fundamental geometrical elements are used: scalars, vec-
tors, and arrays.

Scalars Scalars are identified by normal symbols, lower-case when possi-
ble, such as:

t, k, ρ (3.1)

Euclidean space For what concerns vectors, since they represent geo-
metrical or physical entities which description depends on the geometrical
observer, a distinction is made between a vector, intended as the physi-
cal entity, and its representation in a given reference frame, here denoted as
component array. The term vector will sometimes be used for both when it’s
clear the context. Euclidean points and reference frames will have a separate
notation. Euclidean points are represented as normal symbols, upper-case,
like:

P,Q,Ω (3.2)

Vectors are represented with an arrow like:

~v, ~ω, ~F (3.3)

Reference frames are denoted with the symbol ~Σ and an index that identifies
the frame, like:

~ΣA, ~ΣB, ~ΣN (3.4)

Reference frames are defined as a set of an Euclidean point as origin, and
three normal right-handed unit vectors, for example ΣN = {O, ~e1, ~e2, ~e3}.

11
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Component arrays Finally, component arrays are ordered collections of
scalars, and are represented with a bold symbol. An index in the upper-
left side of the symbol identifies the projection frame when useful. Some
examples may be:

f , Bω, NR (3.5)

Component arrays are representations of vectors in a reference frame, for
example:

Av = (~ΣA ·)~v (3.6)

The component array notation is used to represent vectors and matrices :

F =





F1

F2

F3



 Q =





Q11 Q21 Q31

Q12 Q22 Q32

Q13 Q23 Q33



 (3.7)

Observe that an array representation of an Euclidean vector is a column
array.

Operations

Products Consider two vectors ~v and ~u. The internal (dot) product be-
tween vectors is expressed as:

c = ~v · ~u (3.8)

Where a reference frame ~Σb is chosen, the same scalar result can be obtained
from the corresponding array internal product expressed as:

c = vT u =
[

v1 v2 v3

]





u1

u2

u3



 (3.9)

The external (cross) product between the vectors is expressed as:

~w = ~v × ~u (3.10)

and between arrays in ~Σb components as:

w = v×u =





0 −v3 v2

v3 0 −v1

−v2 v1 0









u1

u2

u3



 (3.11)

The expression v× identifies the skew matrix associated with v.
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Point differences Two points P and Q can be joined by a vector which is

associated with them and is denoted as
−−→
PQ, from P to Q. Given any third

point O, a difference between points can be defined as
−−→
PQ = Q − P ,

−−→
OQ −−−→

OP (3.12)

The last point-difference has this clear meaning, and identifies the same
vector for whatever origin.

Relevant entities

Position vector The position of a Point G w.r.t a point O is an applied
vector defined as:

~rOG ,
−−→
OG (3.13)

It is preferable for O to be the origin of a Reference Frame. If the reference
point O is clear, it may be also written ~rG. If also the point G is clear from
the contexrt, it may be written directly ~r.

Direction cosine matrix The orientation of a reference frame ~ΣB =
~ΣA = {OA,~a1,~a2,~a3} is a matrix defined by the expression (projection) of
the orientation part of ~ΣB, say ~CB in ~ΣA. It is also known as Direction
Cosine Matrix (DCM) and is given by:

ACB =
[

Ab1
Ab2

Ab3

]

(3.14)

It also represents rotation matrices, and is sometimes addressed as ARB

in literature. Nevertheless the symbol C is used in this thesis. Observe
that the basis of a reference frame ~CB projected as 3 column vectors can be
represented as a DCM as ACB.

Rototranslation homogeneous matrix A roto-translation matrix (RTM)
is a matrix representation of a reference frame of origin r and orientation
matrix C, and is defined as:

T =

[

C r

0
T 1

]

(3.15)

The notation:
A
TB = (~ΣA·)~ΣB (3.16)

represents the location of frame B expressed in the frame A. With the
notation:

v̂ =

[

v

1

]

(3.17)

it is meant the addition of a unit element to a 3D vector v, in order to be
used for multiplication with T matrices.
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Chapter 4

Space manipulator kinematics

and dynamics

The mechanical system studied in this thesis is composed of a spacecraft
platform on which robotic dexterous manipulators are mounted. The main
objective consists in defining appropriate kinematic control commands that
drive the joint motors in order to perform a trajectory-tracking manoeu-
vre, also called target-tracking manoeuvre, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. As
a specific property of the system, one recognizes that the motion of the
manipulator and the motion of the spacecraft are not independent, due to
action-reaction exchanges between the respective devices. This causes two
relevant consequences on the control of a robotic arm:

1. a certain degree of coordination has to be undertaken for the whole
systems in order for the manipulator end-effector to be able to reach
a desired location in the inertial space;

2. the base reaction disturbance exerted by the manipulator on the base
spacecraft during operation need to be managed in order to reduce the
undesired dynamic effects on the spacecraft.

The first point have been well investigated in literature and can be tackled
by means of Generalized Jacobian Matrices and sensory feedback control,
while original contributions to the reaction disturbance control problem of
the second are developed in this work for different operational conditions.

It is in fact an undesired effect that the motion of the manipulator exerts
a disturbance on the spacecraft. As pointed out in the Introduction, a reac-
tion disturbance on the base spacecraft that is generated during manipulator

14
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Figure 4.1: A spacecraft mounted manipulator during

a target tracking manoeuvre, and the relevant vector

references.

operation, is undesirable both because it may introduce S/C position and
attitude disturbances, and because it leads to acceleration disturbances to
the microgravity environment onboard the spacecraft or the space station.

Finally, the availability of control schemes that are suitable for on-line
applications is also taken into account. This is an important requirement
both for autonomy and teleoperation modes, if a non-repetitive task is car-
ried out. In order to satisfy these requirement, one needs

1. appropriate models for system kinematics and dynamics;

2. a kinematic control framework;

3. appropriate algorithms and routines.

The systems is modeled as a multi-body chain composed of rigid bodies
connected by ideal non-flexible joints, and the main purpose of this chapter
is to give a description of these models. In order to be able to deal with
reaction forces and torque quantities, the kinematic control is developed
at the acceleration-level, and optimality-driven acceleration commands are
derived thanks to the availability of a kinematic redundancy, common in
existing space manipulators. The least squares mathematical framework
completes the scheme for the optimization process.
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4.1 Rigid body dynamics

The rigid body model represents the most significant model used to represent
complex mechanical systems. In particular a robotic manipulator is often
modeled as a multi-body chain of rigid bodies joined by 1-DOF kinematic
joints. More accurate models that consider the influence of joints and links
flexibilities are also matter of research in the robotic community, and can
represent a future development of the proposed schemes.

Position, velocity, and acceleration Consider an observation frame
~Σc = {O,~cc1,~cc2,~cc3} that can be imagined fixed to a camera. We want
to describe the motion of a rigid body with respect to ~Σc, i. e. the mo-

tion of any of its points P , crP , (~Σc ·)
−−→
OP . Consider also a body frame

~Σb = {Ω,~cb1,~cb2,~cb3} that moves with the body. If the motion of the body
frame is known w.r.t. the observation frame, the actual position at time

t of every point P of the rigid body, ~rOP =
−−→
OP is known as well, since

the relative positions of the material points of the body in the body frame
brP , (~Σb ·)

−→
ΩP are constant by definition of rigid body. The position of a

point P with respect to a point O is

~rO,P = ~rO,Ω + ~rΩ,P (4.1)

Projected in the observation reference frames it becomes

crO,P = crO,Ω + crΩ,P (4.2)

= crO,Ω + (cCb)
brΩ,P (4.3)

= (c
Tb)

br̂Ω,P (4.4)

Thus the motion of the rigid body can be completely characterized by the
homogeneous matrix:

c
Tb =

[

cCb
crb

0
T 1

]

(4.5)

Since a rigid body has 6 DOF, minimal representations of its location with
6-dimensional vectors are common. The difference arises in the representa-
tion of the orientation, for which different choices are possible. The most
common representations are those due to Euler and called Euler angles,
and quaternions (or Euler parameters), this latter has the advantage that
it avoids representation singularity problems, but at the expence of an in-
creased number of variables to 7. Denote by φb the chosen attitude rep-
resentation, the rigid body location vector xb expressed in the observation
reference frame is:

cxb =

[

crb
cφb

]

(4.6)
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In what follows, consider Euler angles and a 6-dimensional location vector
without loss of generality.

The derivations of the rigid body position vector in an observation ref-
erence frame leads to its velocity and accelerations relative to that frame.
Velocity is a relative entity and is associated to a reference frame with re-
spect to which it is observed, or defined. This has nothing to do with the
scalar representation of the vector in a given reference frame, in fact a ve-
locity relative to a reference frame can be expressed in a second reference
frame. To avoid confusion, the velocity of a point P with respect to a point
Q is denoted as ~vQ,P and defined as

~vQ,P , d
dt ~rQ,P (4.7)

The representation of a linear velocity vector ~vQ,P in an observation reference

frame ~Σc leads to a scalar representation

cvQ,P = (~Σc·)~vQ,P (4.8)

= cṙQ,P (4.9)

Observe that all the quantities associated with the notion of velocity have
a relative nature , such as the momentum and the kinetic energy. Now,
the angular velocity of a rigid body b with respect to a relative orientation
frame ~Ca,

1 is defined by the kinematic equations of Poisson, as the vector
~ωa,b, whose cross product with the unit vectors of the body frame gives their
derivative

d
dt(

~Ca,b) = ~ωa,b × ~Cb (4.10)

Notice that d
dt(

~Ca,b) is the time derivative of the orientation frame ~Cb with

respect to the observation frame ~Ca. Projected in the observation frame ~Σc,
the scalar representations are obtained

cĊa,b = cω×
a,b

cCb (4.11)

These can be inverted to give the angular velocity

cω×
a,b = cĊa,b

cCT
b (4.12)

and the components extracted ω = [−ω×
23, ω

×
13,−ω×

12]
T. The complete sym-

bol cωa,b represents the angular velocity of frame b, with respect to frame a,
expressed in frame c. This discussion was useful in order to avoid confusion
when some reference symbols are omitted in order to simplify the notation.

1A point of origin, or a complete relative reference frame, is not necessary for the

definition of the angular velocity of a rigid body.
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The time-derivative of the the location vector of a rigid body leads to:

cẋb =

[

cṙb
cφ̇b

]

(4.13)

This vector does not strictly represent a velocity for what concerns the ori-
entation part, but the angular velocity can be derived from it depending on
the particular representation. It is interesting to remind that for small dis-
placements the difference between the angular velocity and the derivatives
of any Euler-angle representation vanishes (see for example the discussion
in Hughes [46]). An observation seems interesting about a possible notion
of an absolute angular velocity. This concept has a dynamic character and is
associated to the importance of inertial reference frames. It is known from
Galilei that all the inertial frames, consider two of them ~ΣN1

and ~ΣN2
, are

relatively translating between each other and not rotating ~ωN1,N2
= ~0, so

the angular velocity of any inertial frame could be assumed for this reason
as an absolute (dynamically) angular velocity and set to zero ~ωN = ~0.

The velocity vector field of a rigid body has interesting application in
the screw theory, and was studied by Mozzi and reproposed by Chasles:

~vA,P = ~vA,Q + ~ωa,b × ~rQ,P (4.14)

The velocity field of a rigid body is then completely determined by the
linear velocity of a point and the angular velocity of the rigid body. At each
time instant there is an axis in the body space which point have the same
minimum velocity, called velocity of translation, and this axis is called spin
axis, or axis of Mozzi, parallel to the angular velocity vector.

Without further details on the reference frames, for what concerns the
acceleration field of a rigid body, we give the expression of the second deriva-
tive of the location vector:

cẍb =

[

cr̈b
cφ̈b

]

(4.15)

Relations analogous to the velocity vector can be derived and are available
in the literature [47, 46].

Forces and Torques Forces and torques applied to a rigid body, can be
usually modeled as

1. concentrated forces ~fi = ~f(~ri), and torques ~ti = ~t(~ri), acting at their
application point Pi of position ~ri;

2. a continuous surface force field ~fS = ~f(~r) dr2, and torque field ~tS =
~t(~r) dr2, applied in a (at least) a region of the external surface of the
body, such as contact forces;
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3. a continuous volume force field ~fV = ~f(~r) dr3, and torque field ~tV =
~t(~r) dr3, applied in (at least) a region of the volume of the body, such
as gravitational forces;

Observe that a concentrated force ~fP applied to a point P , produces a
concentrated torque about a point Ω of value ~tΩ = ~rΩ,P × ~fP , by definition
of torque as the moment of a force vector about a point. The same happens
for force fields, that may produce a torque about a point. Torque fields are
less useful than force fields in order to model physical interactions. Now, the
motion of a rigid body subject to external forces ~fi and torques ~ti, does not
depend by the forces distribution or nature, but only by the resultant forces
and torques. The resulant force acting on the rigid body b at the time t is
defined as the sum of all the forces acting on the body

~F b =
∑

i

~fi +

∫

Sb

~fS dr2 +

∫

Vb

~fV dr3 (4.16)

The resultant torque about a point Ω is defined as the sum of all the external
torques interacting with the body. Since the torque is defined as the moment
of a force vector about a point, the point of evaluation of the torque, say Q,
must be specified.

~T b
Q =

∑

i

~ti +

∫

Sb

~tS dr2 +

∫

Vb

~tV dr3 (4.17)

While the resultant force is a given vector, the resultant torque about a
point depends on the point according to the following law, due to Poinsot:

~TP = ~TQ + ~F × ~rQ,P (4.18)

The equation is dual to the rigid-motion velocity field of Eq. (4.14). These
similarities are exploited in the development of screw theory, where a rigid
velocity field is said to be a twist on a screw, while the torque field is said to
be a wrench on a screw. An axis exists about which the torques are minimal,
called Poinsot axis, and dual to the spin axis of Mozzi for the velocity field.

Forces and torques can again be described in different frames, such as
the body-frame, in which we have bF = (~Σb·) ~F and bT Q = (~Σb·) ~TQ,

or an inertial-frame, in which the projections lead to NF = (~ΣN ·) ~F and
NT Q = (~ΣN ·) ~TQ . Different representation can be useful depending on the
applications, for example body-referenced quantities can be directly com-
pared to the data form body-mounted instrumentation.

Laws of motion The interaction between the external solicitation to the
body, and its kinematic evolution in time, is expressed by the laws of motion,
usually addressed as Newton-Euler equations of motion for a rigid body.
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Before presenting the expression for the equations of motion, we give the
definition of linear momentum of a rigid body as the resultant of all the
linear momenta of its points:

~p b =

∫

Vb

ρ~v dr3 (4.19)

and angular momentum of a rigid body as the resultant of all the angular
momenta of its points, that results to be:

~hb
Q =

∫

Vb

(~r − ~rQ) × ρ~v dr3 (4.20)

The specification of the reference frame relies on the discussion for velocities.
The equations of motion for a rigid body, are:

{

~F b = d
dt ~p b

~T b
Q = ~vQ × ~p b + d

dt
~hQ

(4.21)

By expressing the body momenta in terms of velocities, projecting the equa-
tions in the body reference frame ~Σb, and evaluating the velocity of the
body center of mass CM and the torque about the body CM, we obtain the
Newton-Euler equations of motion

{

F b = mb v̇b
CM

T b
CM = Ib

CM ω̇b + ωb × Ib
CM ωb

(4.22)

The first equation is also known as equation of Newton for a rigid body,
while the second is known as equation of Euler for a rigid body. The inertial
quantities in this equations are the mass of the body m =

∫

Vb
ρdr3 and its

tensor of inertia about the center of mass, expressed in the body reference
frame, Ib

CM =
∫

Vb
(r2

1 − rrT) ρ dr3.

4.2 Spacecraft-manipulator system

A system composed of a spacecraft and a manipulator can be modeled as an
open chain of rigid-body systems for our purposes. The subsystems of the
spacecraft and the manipulator are dinamically coupled, and the coupling
problem have been extensively studied in literature [12]. In the following,
the spacecraft base and its reference frame is denoted by the index B, an
external Newtonian inertial frame by the symbol N , and the end-effector
frame by the symbol E.

Given an n-DOF manipulator with n joints represented in the joint posi-
tion variable θ, the overall system have 6+n DOF. Since in the free-floating
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condition that is analyzed in this work, we are interested in maneuvering the
system by means of the only arm joints, it was an important the demonstra-
tion that it’s possible to express the spacecraft location variables in terms of
the manipulator joint varibles or their derivatives. In particular, by means
of the equation of the system center of mass, it is possible to express the
spacecraft CM-position in terms of the arm joints position:

rB = kr(θ) (4.23)

and by means of the system momenta by the substitution of the base position
by means of the previous relation, the base angular velocity can be expressed
in terms of the base attitude, the joint positions and velocities

ωB = JB θ̇ (4.24)

The base attitude Jacobian matrix is a function of base attitude and joint
positions JB = JB(φB,θ). The non-integrability of the angular momentum
equation that leads to this expression, is the origin of the non-holonomic
characteristic of this system.

4.3 Manipulator kinematics

A space manipulator can be employed in order to perform a trajectory-
tracking about the spacecraft frame ~ΣB, as for example when moving parts
on the station or preforming maintenance operations on the spacecraft, or
it can be employed in order to perform a trajectory-tracking manoeuvre
in the inertial space ~ΣN , for example when capturing a floating object or
berthing with a target satellite. For this reason they are of interest both
the base-referenced kinematics, and the inertially-referenced kinematics. In
what follows, ~x is the end effector location vector.

Base referenced kinematics The description of the end-effector location
in the spacecraft reference frame Bx provides the traditional robot kinemat-
ics description of terrestrial manipulators. The kinematic relations between
the end-effector location and the joint variables can be carried out leading
to the forward kinematics equation:

Bx = kB(θ) (4.25)

Its derivative leads to the velocity-level forward kinematics, and to definition
of the spacecraft referenced Jacobian matrix of the manipulator BJ = ∂ kB

∂ θ
,

also known in literature as Fixed Base Jacobian (FJM), or manipulator
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Jacobian matrix, since its determination does not depend on the spacecraft
variables but on the only manipulator itself:

Bẋ = BJ θ̇ (4.26)

The FJM is a function of the actual configuration of the manipulator BJ =
BJ(θ). It can be interpreted as a linear mapping between the actual joint
velocities θ̇ and the corresponding end-effector velocity vector Bẋ, as ex-
pressed in the base spacecraft reference frame. A second derivation provides
the acceleration-level forward kinematics in the form

Bẍ = BJ θ̈ + BJ̇ θ̇ (4.27)

Inertially referenced kinematics On the other side, the description of
the end-effector location in the inertial reference frame Nx is characteristic
of manipulators mounted on a free-floating base, and the kinematic relations
are coupled with the spacecraft dynamics. The manipulator position-level
forward kinematics leads to an expression of the form

Nx = kN (φB, θ) (4.28)

Where φB represents the spacecraft attitude vector variable. Notice that
the spacecraft position variables are not involved since they can be resolved
by means of Eq. (4.23). The derivation of the previous relations lead to
the velocity-level forward kinematics, and to the definition oof the inertially
referenced Jacobian matrix, known in literature as Generalized Jacobian
Matrix (GJM), introduced by Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, NJ = ∂ kN

∂ (φB ,θ) ,
such that:

Nẋ = NJ θ̇ (4.29)

The GJM depends on the manipulator configuration and on the spacecraft
orientation NJ = NJ(φB,θ), but it does not depend on the base velocity,
since it has been resolved thanks to Eq. (4.24). For this reason the GJM
still maps the actual joint velocities θ̇ to the actual end-effector velocity
vector Nẋ, expressed in the inertial reference frame. A second derivation
of the forward kinematics equations provides the acceleration-level forward
kinematics equations for the free-floating condition:

Nẍ = NJ θ̈ + NJ̇ θ̇ (4.30)

The acceleration-level kinematics equations presented in this paragraph rep-
resent the kinematic model of the system that will be used for the devel-
opement of the kinematic control. It should be noticed the formal similar-
ities between the base-referenced kinematics expressions and the inertially-
referenced kinematics.
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4.4 Manipulator dynamics

From the dynamics point of view, a space manipulator exhibits two signifi-
cant relations. The first corresponds to the dynamics equations that provide
the relation between the arm motion and the joint torques τ . The second
and most important in this framework are the dynamics equations that pro-
vide the relation between the arm motion and the reaction forces F B and
torques T B exerted to the base during the manoeuvre, and evaluated with
respect to the base spacecraft center of mass, CM.

Joint Torques Dynamics Neglect interaction forces at the end-effector
and gravitational forces that are not of interest in this context. The tradi-
tional equations of motion of terrestrial manipulator can be expressed in the
well known second-oorder system of the form:

τ = HB θ̈ + cB (4.31)

The mass matrix depends on the joint positions HB = HB(θ) while the
nonlinear-velocity term depends on the joints positions and velocities c =
c(θ, θ̇). Also for the dynamics model, a structural similarity occurs for the
free-floating base manipulator, in which the joint torques dynamics equations
take the form of Eq. (4.32):

τ = HN θ̈ + cN (4.32)

but in which the mass matrix HN = HN (θ, φB) and the non-linear velocity
term cN = c(φB,θ, θ̇) depend also on the base attitude.

Base reactions dynamics Consider reaction forces ~FB and torques ~TB

exherted by the manipulator on the supporting base, and their epression
in the base reference frame, F B = (~ΣB ·) ~FB· and T B = (~ΣB ·)~TB . For
reaction forces F B, they can be expressed at the acceleration-level in the
form:

F B = MF θ̈ + nF (4.33)

similarly, for reaction torques T B, they can be expressed at the acceleration-
level in the form:

T B = MT θ̈ + nT (4.34)

These expressions are directly related to the disturbance motion of the base
spacecraft through the motion Eq. (4.22). Also in this case, the dependence
on the base attitude variable is necessary for the free-floating base robot.
As it will be explained in the foregoing chapters, the objective of the study
is the optimization of a base reaction cost function fR(θ̈). For this reason,
it is convenient to define a weighted base reaction vector R as a weighted
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combination of reaction forces and torques by means of a weighting matrix
W :

R , W

[

F B

T B

]

=

[

W F 0
0 W T

] [

F B

T B

]

(4.35)

The dynamics equations of the base reactions can be summarized with the
weighted reaction vector in the equations

R = M θ̈ + n (4.36)

This expression allows to express the reaction wrench in a single vector. it
is clear that for the fixed base manipulator, the mass matrix depends on
the joint variables only M = M(θ), and the velocity terms depend on the
joint variables and velocities n = n(θ, θ̇), while for the free-floating base
manipulator the mass matrix depends on the actual base attitude M =
M(φB,θ), and so does the non-linear velocity term n = n(φB,θ, θ̇). This
equations complete the framework for the dynamics model of the system.
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Chapter 5

Redundancy and dynamics

optimization

In this chapter the general framework for kinematic control of space manip-
ulator with optimal dynamic control of the base reactions is presented. The
solutions to the inverse kinematics problem with base reaction control is pro-
vided making use of the manipulator redundancy that will be discussed in
what follows. The least squares local optimization criteria are based in the
general least squares methods discussed in Appendix A to which the reader
is referred. Thanks to the structural similarities of the fixed base and free-
floating base kinematics and dynamics models, the optimization framework
can be developed in general form, and the use of reference indexes is avoided
by purpose. The control logics developed in general form in this chapter,
have then been tested for different fixed base and free base condition, as it
will be presented in the foregoing chapters.

With kinematic redundancy it is traditionally meant the difference be-
tween the number of DOF of a manipulator, n, and the dimension of the
kinematic task, k. Since the redundancy will be discussed also with respect
to the dynamic task, of dimension d, it is convenient in this context to set
a distinction between the kinematic-task redundancy and the dynamic-task
redundancy.

Selection matrix and redundancy The manipulator has n independent
joints controlled by the same number of motors, such that:

n = dim (θ) (5.1)
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while the controlled variables are the end-effector trajectory, and the base
reactions. The end-effector location is completely determined by at least 6
variables, of which k ≤ 6 are under control in a defined kinematic task. A
boolean selection matrix S

k×6
can be defined for the purpose of isolating the

controlled kinematic variables from the complete representation, this matrix
is composed of elements in B = {0, 1}, and generates a k-dimensional end-
effector location vector:1

xc = (Sx) x (5.2)

such that
k = dim (xc) (5.3)

The same concept can be applied to velocity ẋ and acceleration vector ẍ,
and to the weighted reaction vector R as well, in order to define a controlled
reaction vector of dimension d:

Rc = (SR) R (5.4)

Such that it becomes the dimension of the dynamic task

d = dim (Rc) (5.5)

Now that the control vectors have been defined, both with regards to the end-
effector trajectory and the base reaction profile, the kinematic and dynamic
task redundancy can be discussed. The degree of kinematic-task redundancy
is defined as

rk , n − k (5.6)

In this way, from a kinematic-task point of view it can be stated n = k + rk.
Similarly, the degree of dynamic-task redundancy is defined as

rd , n − d (5.7)

Similarly, from a dynamic-task point of view it can be stated n = d + rd.
Where these values are non-positive, the corresponding redundancy van-
ishes, and the approximation problem can be undertaken, as will be dis-
cussed in the foregoing paragraphs, according to optimization criteria. As
already observed, in order to simplify the notation, the distinction between
the complete representation vectors, and the actually controlled vectors, will
be stated only where necessary, and the symbols x, and R are used.

1For example, a selection matrix that isolates the position vector r is given by Sr =








1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0









, and r = Sr x. An analogous matrix can be defined to extract

the orientation vector φ.
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The two fundamental problems of end-effector trajectory tracking, and
base-reaction profile tracking are now discussed, with respect to the available
number of redundancies. The solution to this general problem represents the
basis framework for the solution of the the different manipulator kinematics
and dynamics problems in this work.

5.1 Acceleration level formulation

Traditionally, the resolution of kinematic redundancy of robot manipulators,
have first been undertaken in literature at the velocity level. Among the first
important works on the subject are due to Liégeois [48], who first derived a
local gradient optimization method to resolve the kinematic redundancy at
the velocity level, making use of the inversion of the first-order differential
kinematics. The kinematic control resolution at the velocity level gave origin
to the Resolved Motion Rate Control (RMRC), introduced by Whitney [49].
Nakamura et al. [50] reordered the kinematic control approach by means of
the definition of task priorities. Several velocity level control schemes have
been proposed in order to obtain the optimization of a wide variety of cost
functions, depending on the specific application; a relatively recent survey
can be found in [25]. The kinematic control have then been extended at the
acceleration level by Luh et al. [24] that proposed the Resolved Acceleration
Control (RAC).

Resolved acceleration control The kinematic control at the accelera-
tion have been less investigated in literature, although it reveals more suit-
able in terms of modeling capabilities of interactions with the environment
and for extension of the control schemes to more complex systems. The
acceleration level approach allows the description of dynamic phenomena,
such as forces, torques, vibrations, and in the same way it is appropriate
for their control. Khatib [51] devised the difference in the two formulations
characteristics, and called kinematic approach the treatment of a problem at
the velocity-level, and dynamic approach the treatment at the acceleration-
level. The redundancy resolution at the acceleration level, makes use of a
cost function of the joint acceleration vector ga = ga(θ̈), while the position
and velocity variables of {φB,θ, θ̇} are regarded as state variables, and are
assumed available by instrumentation measurements or integration.

The problem is going to be investigated in detail in the following sections,
with respect to different number of redundancies, different task-priorities,
and optimization criteria. Two general tasks are considered, the kinematic,
and the dynamic task. In particular here the second order differential kine-
matics of Eq.s (4.27) and (4.30) of the end-effector motion is considered:

ẍ(θ̈) = J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ (5.8)
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together with the base reactions dynamics (4.36):

R(θ̈) = M θ̈ + n . (5.9)

For sake of generality, a desired end-effector trajectory is considered ẍd =
ẍd(t), and a desired base reaction profile as well Rd = Rd(t). The mini-
mization of two cost functions is investigated, the norm of the end-effector
acceleration error:

gx(θ̈) , ‖ẍ(θ̈) − ẍd‖2 = e2
ẍ (5.10)

and the norm of the reaction error:

gR(θ̈) , ‖R(θ̈) − Rd‖2 = e2
R (5.11)

Different redundancy conditions, task-priorities, and desired trajectories gen-
erate different optimal solutions.

5.2 Jacobian inverse and pseudoinverse

In this paragraph, it is shown how the inverse solution of the kinematics
for a non-redundant manipulator is extended to pseudoinverse solution, for
which two different interpretations are proposed.

Inverse kinematics problem Consider a non-redundant manipulator,
such that

n = k (5.12)

For this condition, and a full rank Jacobian matrix, the forward kinematics
equation of Eq. (5.8) can be inverted towards a desired end-effector acceler-
ation according to Eq. (A.5), leading to the solution of the target-tracking
problem ẍ(θ̈) = ẍd(t), in the form

θ̈ = J−1( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ ) (5.13)

This gives a representation of the unique solution of the inverse kinematics
problem in differential form, if the tracking problem is feasible and a solution
exists.

Least squares kinematics problems The approach adopted, for n 6= k
extends the use of the kinematic Jacobian pseudoinverse solution, that is
expressed in the well known acceleration-level formulation as:

θ̈ = J†( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ ) (5.14)
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also known as Least Squares (LS) solution, according to (A.7) and (A.8).
The interpretation of this solution, depends on the available number of re-
dundancies, according to the discussion in Appendix A. If no kinematic
redundancy is available, this solution is equivalent to the Jacobian inverse
solution in (5.13), since in this case J† = J−1.

Where the number of redundancies is different to the dimension of the
tracking task, the existence of a unique solution is generally not available. In
the condition for which a solution does not exist, it’s interesting to determine
a best approximation solution, while if infinite solutions exit, optimization
criteria may be used. Consider a kinematic deficiency condition for which

n < k (5.15)

In this situation it is not possible in general for the robot to track any desired
trajectory. The LS solution gives the best approximation of the acceleration
profile in a least squares sense ẍ(θ̈) ∼= ẍd(t), minimizing the acceleration
error gx = ë2

x, and being the solution to the problem

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ ∼= ẍd(t) (5.16)

in the joint acceleration unknown θ̈.
On the other side, for the kinematic redundancy condition

n > k (5.17)

the LS solution of Eq. (5.14) represents the target tracking ẍ(θ̈) = ẍd(t)
solution of minimum joint acceleration norm θ̈ ∼= 0, solution to the explicit
problem

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

θ̈ ∼= 0
(5.18)

This dual interpretation of the pseudoinverse solution was not well evidenced
in the robotics literature.

5.3 Extended Jacobian inverse and pseudoinverse

The previous relations are now extended to the tracking of a kinematic and
a dynamic trajectory, and the available solutions examined.

Extended inverse kinematics and dynamics problem Consider now
a manipulator with a number of kinematic redundancies exactly equal to
the dimension of the dynamic task, such as

n = k + d (5.19)
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For this special condition, the tracking problem for an end-effector trajectory
ẍ(θ̈) = ẍd(t) and a base reaction profile R(θ̈) = Rd(t) can be investigated,
and the solution, if exists, is unique. Making the kinematics and dynamics
equations explicit in the joint variables, the problem can be stated in a linear
system formulation:

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n = Rd(t)
(5.20)

The solution, if it exists, is given in the form of an extended (or augmented)
Jacobian formulation, as:

θ̈ =

[

J

M

]−1 [

ẍd − J̇ θ̇

Rd − n

]

(5.21)

It can be noticed that this solution is a natural extension of the simple
inverse kinematics problem (5.13) to a an extended – non only kinematic –
Jacobian matrix. The numeric implementation of this formulation, can be
carried out by means of factorization or iterative methods.

Extended least squares kinematics and dynamics problems The
previous relations are now extended to more general redundancy conditions,
for which tracking, approximation, and optimization problems can be tack-
led. For the over-constrained dimensional condition of

n < k + d (5.22)

one can investigate the meaning of the pseudoinverse solution of the extended
Jacobian matrix, expresssed as:

θ̈ =

[

J

M

]† [

ẍd − J̇ θ̇

Rd − n

]

(5.23)

In fact, this problem has the same structure of Eq. (5.14), and in this case
it provides the minimization of the cost function

gxR , e2
ẍ + e2

R (5.24)

This observation suggests the introduction of weighting factors λx and λR

in order to minimize a more convenient function of the form:

gλ , λx e2
ẍ + λR e2

R (5.25)

The solution to this weighted-tasks problem results in the following original
extended Jacobian expression:

θ̈ =

[

λx J

λR M

]† [

λx ( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ )
λR ( Rd − n )

]

(5.26)
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In order to complete the least squares framework robotic manipulators, the
hyper-redundant condition for which

n > k + d (5.27)

can lead to further optimization problems. Anyways, according to (A.27),
the pseudoinverse solution (5.23) and (5.26) do minimize respectively the
cost functions gxR and gλ with the minimum norm of the joint accelerations;
they are the minimum norm least squares solutions.

5.4 Constrained least squares solutions

For the purposes of this work, it is of interest to investigate the feasibility of
exact solutions and best approximations of kinematic-task and dynamic-task
desired profiles.

Figure 5.1: Kinematic control, implementation scheme.

LSE problem and solution The most significant problem is the tracking
of a desired end-effector acceleration profile, with the simultaneous approx-
imation of a desired base-reaction profile (i.e. the minimization of the re-
action tracking error). The optimization problem setting leads to the Least
Squares problem with Equality constraints (LSE), of the form:

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n ∼= Rd(t)
(5.28)

The kinematic-task equation represent the equality constraint, while the
dynamic-task represent the optimization cost function. Its solution can be
given by means of generalized inverses. According to A.23, the pseudoinverse
formulation of the solution is

θ̈ = J†(ẍd − J̇ θ̇) − (MZJ)† [MJ†( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ ) − ( Rd − n )] (5.29)
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This solution minimizes the error of the base reaction profile e2
R. Now, the

utilization of the weighting methods explained in Appendix A to this LSE
problem, can be reformulated by means of the weighted extended Jacobian
matrix of Eq. (5.26), setting the weight to µ = λx

λR
. A formal representation

of the solution, can then be given by:

θ̈ =

[

λx J

λR M

]† [

λx ( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ )
λR ( Rd − n )

]

for λx

λR
→ ∞ (5.30)

The dual problem of tracking a trajectory profile while minimizing the

Figure 5.2: Robot simulator structure.

error of the achieved end-effector acceleration by exchanging the role of the
kinematic and dynamic equations will be presented in Chapter 8. In the
extended Jacobian formulation, this solution is provided by the condition of
λx

λR
→ 0.

LSEI problem and solution The LSE kinematics-dynamics problem,
can be extended with the introduction of joint acceleration boundaries to the
possible solutions. According to Appendix A, the problem can be formulated
in the form:











J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n ∼= Rd(t)
¯̈
ϑl 6 θ̈ 6

¯̈
ϑu

(5.31)

The lower-bound and upper-bound inequalities are intended in a component-
wise sense. The solution is addressed as:

θ̈ = LSEI(J , (ẍd − J̇ θ̇),M , (Rd − n)) (5.32)

The paradigms exposed in this chapter, have been implemented in a robot
simulator for a 3-DOF manipulator mounted either on a on a fixed base
or on a free-floating base. Fig. 5.1 represent the scheme of the kinematic
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control block, and in Fig. 5.2 is represented the scheme of the complete
robot simulator.
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Chapter 6

Reaction control of a fixed

base manipulator

In this chapter a robot manipulator mounted on a fixed base is consid-
ered and the local minimization of the base reactions exerted during target-
tracking manoeuvres is investigated. It is assumed that the base frame ~ΣB

is also an inertial reference frame, such that the base referenced kinemat-
ics is considered together with the fixed base dynamics model as previously
pointed out in Chapter 4. The FJM is used for the kinematic mapping since
the desired end-effector trajectory is base referenced:

x = Bx (6.1)

The manipulator has at least one kinematic redundancy, n > k, and the
optimization cost function is the magnitude of the weighted reaction vector

gR(θ̈) = ‖R ‖2 (6.2)

After the development of the solution according to the optimization frame-
work of Chapter 5, the kinematic law is studied by means of simulations
and tested in an experimental 2D robot manipulator with 3-DOF, whose
reaction forces and torques are dynamically retrieved by means of a custom
design dynamometer. The results reported in this Chapter are under publi-
cation in [44] for the weighted reaction control, and are in press in [45] for
the reaction torque control at the moment of writing.
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6.1 Resolved joint accelerations

The solution of the local optimization problem can be given by means of the
constrained least squares framework developed in Chapter 5, by setting the
desired weighted reaction vector to zero

Rd(t) = 0 (6.3)

Observe that the minimization of the magnitude of the weighted reaction
vector in a least squares sense, is the same problem of the least squares
approximation of the zero weighted reaction vector. The equality constraint
is provided by the kinematic tracking task, since it is necessary that the
trajectory be exactly tracked.

LS solution the LS solution (5.14) is used for comparison with the pro-
posed optimal solutions since it represents a common resolution scheme,
together with its velocity-level counterpart. Its formulation is reminded
here:

θ̈ = J†(ẍd − J̇ θ̇)

This is the pseudoinverse solution of minimum joint acceleration, since the
manipulator is in an under-constrained kinematic redundancy condition.

Extended inverse solution In some cases (n > k + d) it is possible to
achieve an exactly zero base reaction while performing a target tracking
manoeuvre. If n = k + d and without rank deficiency inconveniences, the
inverse kinematics and dynamics problem can be tackled:

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n = 0
(6.4)

and the inverse solution results in the extended Jacobian formulation of Eq:
(5.21):

θ̈ =

[

J

M

]−1 [

ẍd − J̇ θ̇

−n

]

(6.5)

LSE solution More generically, when n > k, the base reaction minimiza-
tion problem can be reformulated in the LSE form as:

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n ∼= 0
(6.6)

The pseudoinverse closed form solution of Eq. (5.29) formulation becomes:

θ̈ = J†(ẍd − J̇ θ̇) − (MZJ)† [MJ†( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ ) + n ] (6.7)
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While the extended Jacobian formulation of the solution by weighting results
in the form:

θ̈ =

[

λx J

λR M

]† [

λx ( ẍd − J̇ θ̇ )
λR (−n )

]

for λx ≫ λR (6.8)

LSEI soluton The LSEI solution with joint acceleration limits is consid-
ered as well and have been implemented for the simulation and test cam-
paign. The problem is reformulated as:











J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ = ẍd(t)

M θ̈ + n ∼= 0

¯̈
ϑl 6 θ̈ 6

¯̈
ϑu

(6.9)

While the solution is again addressed with the statement:

θ̈ = LSEI(J , (ẍd − J̇ θ̇),M ,−n) (6.10)

These kinematic control schemes have been tested by means of a robot sim-
ulator presented in Chapter 5, and validated with an experimental robot
setup, described in the following section.

6.2 Experimental robot setup

The experimental setup [52] used to validate and test the kinematic control
solutions of this work, consists of a robotic manipulator and a load cell
designed in order to measure the base reactions. The manipulator is a 3 DOF
planar arm suspended by air bearings over a flat granite plane in order to get
rid of the gravitational effects and simulate the microgravity environment,
as shown in Fig. 6.1. The manipulator is driven by DC servomotors and
commanded by a RoboxTM RMC4 motion controller. The main geometric
and inertial parameters of the arm are presented in Tab. 6.1.

The first joint, joint 1, of position variable θ1, is connected to the dy-
namometer through a rigid flange; joint 2, of position variable θ2, is the
central joint, and joint 3, of position variable θ3, is connected to the end-
effector, whose tip describes the actual trajectory ~x in the Cartesian plane.
The origin O of the Cartesian base reference frame ~ΣB is set at the center
of the dynamometer, at a distance of 0.087 m from the first joint axis, and
in the zero configuration with all the links aligned the joint variable is set
to zero θ = 0, the links are aligned to the x -axis, the z -axis is oriented
normal to the motion plane, and the y-axis belongs to the motion plane and
is oriented in order to form a right reference frame ~ΣB. All the quantities
are expressed in this base frame.
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Figure 6.1: Experimental setup. The planar 3-DOF ma-

nipulator suspended by air bearings [52].

As shown in Fig. 6.2, the dynamometer is made of two polymeric beams
of square cross section equipped with strain gauges connected in two Weath-
stone bridges that are connected to an ADC data acquisition system that
sends the data to a computer for storage and analysis. The dynamometer
can measure maximum forces of 1 N along the two axes with a resolution of
1.7 · 10−3 N and an accuracy of ± 5.4 · 10−2 N , and a maximum torque of
0.320 N-m with a resolution of 2.6 ·10−4 N-m and an accuracy of ± 8.5 ·10−3
N-m. The system have been designed in order to obtain the first eigenfre-
quency of the dynamometer be greater then 15 Hz. For further informations
on the design details of the robotic arm and the instrumentation see the
doctorate thesis of Cocuzza in [52], and in [53, 54].

6.3 Weighted reactions minimization

A test campaign have been carried out by simulation and validated by exper-
iments, showing that the proposed kinematic control environment presents
appealing performances in terms of dynamic disturbance minimization and
kinematics-to-dynamics task priority attribution capabilities. The simula-
tor code have been implemented in MatlabTM, and models the experimen-
tal robot manipulator my means of a multi rigid-body open chain, such
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Property Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

l [m] 0.176 0.176 0.135

lG [m] 0.115 0.115 0.056

m [kg] 0.615 0.615 0.200

IGx [kg-m2] 2.43 · 10−4 2.43 · 10−4 1.21 · 10−4

IGy [kg-m2] 2.73 · 10−3 2.73 · 10−3 1.24 · 10−3

IGz [kg-m2] 2.73 · 10−3 2.73 · 10−3 1.24 · 10−3

Table 6.1: Experimental robot geometrical and inertial

properties.

as there is a correspondence between the mathematical models in the kine-
matic control, the simulation models, and the experimental setup. A flexible
joints model have also been implemented in AdamsTM, in order to asses the
possibility to interpret the differences between the Matlab model and the
experimental results in terms of joint flexibility [52].

Trajectory tracking tests

Here we present the results for a trajectory tracking of a circular path of
diameter D = 0.100 m. All the tests are performed starting from the same
initial configuration:

θ0 = [−0.20, 0.60, −0.54]T rad (6.11)

This initial configuration is used in all the test presented in this thesis in or-
der to be compared between each others. The desired path is described with
a smooth motion law s = s(t), which has been designed as a combination of
sinusoid functions, in order to be free of discontinuities up to the jerk-level,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.3 for a general condition. This is a requirement
for many space application operations, and is also useful in the experimen-
tal campaign in order to reduce vibration disturbances that may affect the
analysis. The motion law can be scaled according to a desired path length
L and a desired period T in which the trajectory is performed. For the tests
presented in this paragraph, the circular path is described in a period of
T = 3 s, which results in an appropriate speed in order to allow an accurate
evaluation of the base reactions according to the available instrumentation
setup. Slower motion tests more similar to space operation manoeuvres, will
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Figure 6.2: Base reaction forces and torque transducer

[52].

be presented for the free-floating robot, for which a simulation campaign is
carried out. The desired end-effector trajectory is a 2-dimensional vector

x =

[

x
y

]

(6.12)

leaving one kinematic redundancy, while all the base reactions are controlled

R =





wFx 0 0
0 wFy 0
0 0 wTz









Fx

Fy

Tz



 (6.13)

And thus the task dimensions involved are:

k = 2 d = 3 (6.14)

The selected weights used in the test campaign that form the diagonal re-
action weight matrix W are:

wFx = 0.05 N−1 wFy = 0.30 N−1 wTz = 0.65 N−1m−1 (6.15)

A parametric study on the influence of weights will also be presented.
The implementation of an LS solution RAC control by means of Eq.

(5.14) results in the motion illustrated in Fig. 6.4, where also the evolution
of the joint angles is shown. The base reactions retrieved by measurements
are compared to the reactions obtained by simulation, as illustrated in Fig.
(6.5), showing a good accordance between the model predictions and the
experimental profiles. Follows the solution with a RAC control based on the
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Figure 6.3: Smooth end effector motion law s = s(t) and

its derivatives, as used in the trajectory tracking tests.

Here normalized to T = 1 s, and for an arc length of

L = 5 cm.

optimal LSE solution of Eq. (6.7), illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The correspondent
base reaction profiles are reported in Fig. 6.7, from which it can be observed
the significant reduction on the single base reaction components. After the
LSE solution, a lower and upper acceleration limits have been introduced
in the solution of value ± 8.73 rad/s2 for all the joints. The introduction
of joint acceleration limits is accounted by means of the LSEI solution of
Eq. (6.10). The motion of the LSEI kinematic RAC, is illustrated in Fig.
6.8. The resulting simulation and experimental base reactions are reported
in Fig. 6.9. It can be noticed a slight increase in the base reaction values of
the LSEI solution compared to the LSE solution already with the introduc-
tion of a small acceleration constraint. This is due to the fact that once an
acceleration limit is reached, the available effective kinematic redundancy
actually vanishes and is not available any longer in order to perform the op-
timization, until the acceleration bound is left. The weighted reaction cost
function for the three resolutions is compared in Fig. 6.10 for the simula-
tions and the experiments, showing a reduction of 72.0% in the peak force
between LSE and LS, and a reduction of 46.6% between LS ans LSEI the
rigid joints simulations. The performances of the experimental tests are sim-
ilar, with a reduction of 71.4% in the peak force between LSE and LS, and a
reduction of 61.4% between LS ans LSEI that results even better in perfor-
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Figure 6.4: Stroboscopic plot and joint angle profiles for

the LS resolution.

mance to the rigid case, thanks to the damping provided by joints flexibilities
when the acceleration limits become active. It is important to observe that
the reaction minimization provided by the LSE solution, is obtained at the
expence of a higher joint duty, since the required joint accelerations are sig-
nificantly higher then those of the LS solution, as can be noticed in Fig.
6.11. In Fig. 6.11 are reported the joint acceleration command solutions for
the three cases, and over imposed for comparison. It can be noticed that the
LSE and LSEI solutions are equivalent until a joint limit becomes active.
In this region, the base reaction cost function relative to the LSEI solution
begins to increase, according to Fig. 6.10. Acceleration limits are reached
for joints 2 and 3, for which a joint acceleration space projection is reported
in Fig. 6.12. An insight on the influence of the joint acceleration limits on
the minimization performances of the proposed control will be illustrated in
the following paragraph.

Parametric studies

In this paragraph we present some parametric simulation studies, in order
to provide a better understanding on the influence of significant quantities
in the performances of the algorithms. In particular, we consider 1) the
influence of acceleration limits, 2) the influence of a different mass and inertia
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Figure 6.5: Reaction forces and torque with the LS res-

olution.

of the arm on of a grasped payload, 3) the influence of the reaction weighting
factors, and, finally, 4) the possibility of increasing the reaction minimization
performances by means of relaxing the trajectory-tracking precision.

For what concerns the influence of joint acceleration limits, we have car-
ried out simulations by imposing stricter acceleration limits while perform-
ing the same trajectory-tracking manoeuvre discussed in previous section.
It can be noticed that, imposing stringent acceleration limits, less freedom
is available to the optimization task program, and the peak base reaction
vary accordingly as reported in Fig. 6.13. In order to study the influence
of a variation in arm and payload inertial properties to the base reaction
minimization, we define the payload-arm mass ratio as

km =
mpay

marm
(6.16)

Here marm denotes the mass of the experimental robotic arm, and mpay is
the mass of an ideal point-mass payload attached to the manipulator tip. A
change in the arm mass and inertia can be performed by defining a variated
mass for the arm m′

arm with masses and inertias changed with the same
factor. The mass ratio for the arm is defined as:

km =
m′

arm

marm
=

I ′arm
Iarm

(6.17)

The results are presented in Fig. 6.14 for the peak values of the base reaction
norm for the LS and LSE resolutions. The trajectory is always the circular
path considered up to now. In all the considered cases, the LS reaction is
higher than the LSE one, and the slope of the LS curve is higher than the
LSE both in case of varying the payload and the arm mass. Moreover, the
slope of the curve related to the variation of payload mass is higher than the
slope related to the variation of the arm mass both for the LS and the LSE
solutions.
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Figure 6.6: Stroboscopic plot and joint angle profiles for

the LSE resolution.

In order to study the influence of the weight matrix W and the increase
on the optimization requirements, define an equal weighting factor for the
forces weights wF , wFx = wFy and consider the ratio with the torque
weight wT , wTz. The effects on the weighted reaction norm peaks and
average values are reported in Fig. (6.15). It can be noticed that when
wF /wT = 0, i.e when no force minimization is requested, a null reaction is
obtained. Then, for increasing values of wF /wT the curve of the average
values of ‖R‖ derived using the LSE solution is always below to the one
derived using the LS solution. Nevertheless, concerning the peak values, the
LSE values of ‖R‖ result higher than the LS ones for wF /wT > 0.3. This
means that in this case the optimization is not effective in reducing the peak
value of the weighted reaction norm even if the LSE average value is always
below the LS one. For different end-effector trajectories or robot geometry
the crossing point can be obtained for different weighting ratios, or may be
not present at all.

Where stringent requirements on the allowed base reaction disturbance
are required, the performance of the minimization can be further improved
by means of relaxing the tracking precision of the end-effector trajectory,
by means of acting on the weighting parameters λx and λR in the extended
Jacobian solution by weightings of Eq. (5.26). The results are reported in
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Figure 6.7: Reaction forces and torque with the LSE

resolution.

Fig. (6.16) and (6.17) in terms of reaction disturbance and trajectory error,
for a linear path trajectory tracking.

6.4 Reaction torque minimization

After the general base reaction control test campaign presented in the previ-
ous section, now the special condition for which the number of redundancies
are equal to the dimension of the dynamic task is analyzed, i.e. the dimen-
sional condition

n = k + d (6.18)

The tracking vector is kept unchanged, while the definition of the controlled
base reaction could be selected as each one of the reaction forces or torque
component. The simulation campaign have demonstrated the interesting
result that, for the 3-DOF manipulator under test, it is in general possible
to achieve the exact tracking of a desired trajectory while exerting a null
base reaction, and this have been tested for all the base reaction components
Fx, Fy, and Tz.

Since the reaction torque is directly responsible for attitude disturbances,
in this paragraph the results relative to the minimization of the base reaction
torque are presented, showing the simulation results and their experimental
validation by means of the planar manipulator prototype.

Trajectory tracking tests

The weighting matrix W is actually a scalar value since the only compo-
nent W = [wTz] = 1 is active. Thus the kinematic and dynamic variables
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Figure 6.8: Stroboscopic plot and joint angle profiles for

the LSEI resolution.

involved are:

x =

[

x
y

]

R = T = [Tz] (6.19)

The task dimensional conditions are:

k = 2 d = 1 (6.20)

The resultant motion under LS, LSE, and LSEI control is reported in Fig.
6.18. The corresponding joint accelerations solutions are available in Fig.
6.19 for comparison, and lead to conclusions similar to the weighted reaction
minimization for what concerns joint duty and acceleration limits. In order
to provide a complete simulation and experimental test report, in the fol-
lowing are reported the reaction torques retrieved during the robot motion
under RAC with the three algorithms. Reaction torque by LS resolution is
reported in Fig. 6.20, reaction torque by LSE resolution in Fig. 6.21, and
reaction torque by LSEI resolution in Fig. 6.21. The three reaction torques
are compared in their magnitude in Fig. 6.23. Despite the good accord
between the simulation and the experiment, the most significant point re-
sults in the fact that a zero reaction torque manoeuvre have been performed
during a trajectory tracking of a generic circular path. The base reaction
torque disturbance reduction of the rigid-body model simulation with re-
spect to the LS resolution taken as reference, is of 100.0% for LSE control,
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Figure 6.9: Reaction forces and torque with the LSEI

resolution.

Figure 6.10: Weighted reaction norm comparison.

and reduced to 60.9% in the LSEI case for the same motivations explained
in the weighted reaction tests. The experimental validation shows a reduc-
tion of 90.9% for LSE control, and 63.4% for LSEI control. The figures also
show the simulation tests in Adams, where the joint flexibilities of the ex-
perimental robot have been simulated, allowing in a great extent to model
the difference between the simulation tests and the experimental validations.
Further informations about these tests can be found in publications by the
author’s group [45].

Thanks to the possibility of obtaining an exactly null reaction during tra-
jectory tracking manoeuvres, the LSE control could be substituted in this
conditions by the extended Jacobian inverse solution of Eq. (5.21). Simula-
tions have been carried out and confirmed this statement. The availability of
this behavior, suggested to extend the base reaction tracking requirements
to a more general base reaction profile, to be used for example in order
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Figure 6.11: Resolved joint accelerations for the LS,

LSE, and LSEI resolutions.

to dynamically coordinate several manipulators and/or spacecraft-reaction
devices. This problem is introduced in Chapter 8.

Zero reaction workspace

In order to provide an insight on the possible movements that can be de-
scribed in the manipulator workspace with a zero base reaction torque dis-
turbance, a workspace simulation campaign have been carried out. The sim-
ulation tests have allowed the construction of a straight-path zero reaction
torque workspace, that is referred to the initial configuration θ0. When the
kinematic control becomes unstable, the joint velocity and acceleration do
diverge, and a workspace definition can be set by means of a limit bound for
the desired measure. In this test it have been set an joint-velocity workspace
limit of ± 0.2 rad/s. The construction of the straight-line workspace is car-
ried out as follows. From the initial configuration a linear trajectory is
described of a small length L0; if the joint velocities during the motion have
remained under the limits, the simulation is repeated for a greater length
L0 + ∆L, until the previous condition is not anymore satisfied. At that
point a workspace bound is defined and the process can be repeated for a
different linear angle, until the whole plane have been spanned. The results
are reported in Fig. 6.24, where are illustrated the zero reaction workspace
that can be achieved without considering the physical joint position lim-
its, and taking into account the joint limits. It’s seen that the workspace
is pretty large in the Cartesian space for the fixed base arm, although it
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Figure 6.12: Joint acceleration trajectories of LSE and

LSEI resolutions projected on joints 2 and 3.

represents a part of the complete motion workspace of the arm. The figure
shows also the robot in its initial configuration, and the circular test tra-
jectory, selected such that it was included in this workspace. Furthermore,
it has to be noticed that this description is still partial, since although it
gives important informations on the possible motions, there could be dif-
ferent nonlinear trajectories that may be performed outside this workspace
without providing a base reactions, and others may arise that provide reac-
tion disturbances inside the workspace, such as for singular configurations.
Anyways, this construction provides an interesting starting point for further
and more complete characterizations.
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Figure 6.13: Increase of the peak reaction due to the

introduction of joint acceleration limits.

Figure 6.14: Effect of different payload and arm masses

on the magnitude of the weighted reactions.
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Figure 6.15: Peak and average values of the weighted

reaction norm for increasing wF /wT ratios.

Figure 6.16: Kinematic and dynamic task priority

switching for a linear path. A reduction in the trajec-

tory tracking precision allows for reduced base reaction

disturbance.
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Figure 6.17: Trajectory tracking error with a kinemat-

ics/dynamics weight of λk/λd = 0.05.

Figure 6.18: Stroboscopic motion plots, comparison of

LS, LSE, and LSEI resolutions.
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Figure 6.19: Joint control accelerations with LS, LSE,

and LSEI solutions.

Figure 6.20: Reaction torque with the LS solution. Sim-

ulations and experimental results.
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Figure 6.21: Reaction torque with the LSE solution.

Simulations and experimental results.

Figure 6.22: Reaction torque with the LSEI solution.

Simulations and experimental results.
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Figure 6.23: Reaction torque norm comparison, experi-

mental results.

Figure 6.24: Straight-path zero reaction torque

workspace, and the circular test trajectory.
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Chapter 7

Reaction control of a

free-floating base manipulator

In this Chapter the the performances of the base reaction control scheme
illustrated in the previous Chapter for fixed base manipulators, is tested for
free-floating base manipulator. The formal expression of the solutions is the
same as in Chapter 6, with the difference that the base attitude variable need
to be integrated by means of the base attitude Jacobian of Eq. (4.24) or
retrieved by instrumentation measurements in order to evaluate the dynamic
and kinematic quantities, as explained in Chapter 4. For completeness, the
tracking trajectory is now defined in the inertial space:

x = Nx (7.1)

and the GJM matrix is used in the kinematic expressions. Furthermore, the
relations are still valid for a base referenced trajectory by making use of the
FJM matrix in the kinematic expressions. The base reaction cost function
is still the magnitude of the weighted base reaction:

gR(θ̈) = ‖R ‖2 (7.2)

At the acceleration level RAC control, the control variable is the joint ac-
celeration vector θ̈, while the state variables is composed of base spacecraft
orientation, and arm joint positions and velocities (φB, θ, θ̇). Simulation
tests are carried out for the planar 3-DOF manipulator, mounted on a free-
floating base, and the minimization of the reaction torque is investigated
in order to assess if the performances obtained for the fixes base condi-
tion are still obtained. Comparisons with the fixed base manipulator model
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will be carried out and parametric analysis about the most significant vari-
ables are undertaken. Finally an extension of the straight-path zero reaction
workspace is presented. The results of this Chapter have been published by
the author’s research group in [42].

7.1 Reaction torque minimization

A simulation test campaign is carried out for the reaction torque minimiza-
tion control, in order to understand how the introduction of a free-floating
base affects the system dynamics and the disturbance minimization perfor-
mances. In this Chapter a slow tracking trajectory have been considered
for tracking, which also represents a test-case for typical space operation
manoeuvres, by imposing a tracking time period of T = 100 s. The tracking
path x in this campaign is a lemniscate of length L = π · D, of parametric
equations xs = cLx + D

2 · cos(2s
D ) and ys = cLy + D

2 · sin(4s
D ). The diam-

eter is D = 0.100 m, and center is located in cL = x0 − [D
2 , 0]T. Here

x0 = kN (φB0, θ0) is the initial position of the robot end-effector, and kN

represent the forward kinematics function presented in Chapter 4. The ini-
tial base orientation is assumed as the zero attitude angle φB0 = 0. The
tracking movement of the arm has to be carried out by means of the same
smooth motion law used for the fixed base robot tests of Fig. 6.3, and scaled
to the appropriate tracking period. desired trajectory is then obtained by
composition as in the circular test campaign xd(t) = xs ◦ s(t).

The inertial parameters of the free-floating base for the tests are those of
the original experimental robot tested during ESA parabolic flight campaign
by the author’s research group [52, 55]:

mB = 4.16 kg IB = (IGz)B = 3.36 · 10−2 kg m2 (7.3)

Tests are carried out for LS and LSE control, and the results are compared to
the same problem resolved for the fixed base manipulator. Motion plots for
the LS resolution are displayed in Fig. 7.1 and the relative joint accelerations
in Fig. 7.2. It can be noticed the non-negligible attitude disturbance on the
base, that results by means of an LS inversion, although the trajectory is
tracked with precision. On the other side, the joint acceleration command
profiles results significantly increased in the free-floating condition for these
inertial configuration, with an increment of 100 %. Results of the LSE
resolution compared to the fixed base configuration are displayed in Fig. 7.3
for what concerns the base and arm motion, while in Fig. 7.4 are displayed
the joint acceleration solution profiles.

Notice that the base attitude is not affected and remains stable during
the whole motion, while the end-effector trajectory is performed with preci-
sion. This is due to the fact that in this special task-dimensional condition
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Figure 7.1: Stroboscopic plots, comparison between (a)

the fixed base manipulator, and (b) the free-floating

base manipulator with the LS solution.

of n = k + d, both the tracking task and the base dynamic task may be ex-
actly performed, and the point that a general trajectory-tracking manoeuvre
can actually be performed with zero reaction torque and zero attitude dis-
turbance for the free-floating robot represents an important result. Due to
this observation, the LSE tracking solution is also achieved by means of an
extended Jacobian inverse approach. Observe how the stability conferred
to the base location by means of the LSE control, results also in joint ac-
celeration solutions very close to the fixed base LSE solutions, with a peak
increment of only 15.7 %. This observation may lead to the investigation
of a possible resolution of the optimal dynamic problem by means of a sim-
plified fixed-base dynamics model, with great save in computational efforts.
Further informations about this point can be found in the publication by
the author’s research group [42]. In order to acquire a better understanding
on the influence of the base-arm inertial parameters on the required joint
acceleration solutions a parametric study is proposed in the following para-
graph. In Fig. 7.5 the resulting base reaction torque is reported, and it
can be observed the significant increase of 140 % in the base disturbance for
the LS solution in the free-floating condition, while a zero reaction torque
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Figure 7.2: LS resolved joint accelerations for the fixed

base and the free-floating base conditions.

is achieved for the LSE solution in both the conditions. This represents an
important observation in order to justify the implementation of base reac-
tion control schemes for space application, such as the proposed constrained
least squares paradigms.

7.2 Mass ratio considerations

In this paragraph, a study on the influence of the inertial properties of the
base spacecraft on the required joint position displacements, velocities, and
accelerations is presented, performing the trajectory tracking manoeuvre
discussed in the previous section by means of mounting the manipulator on
free-floating platforms with different masses and inertias. At this purpose,
define a base/arm mass ratio k such that:

mB = k · marm (7.4)

The spacecraft inertia is varied accordingly, by assuming a constant mass
density, according to the proportion:

IB/m
5

3

B = const. (7.5)
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Figure 7.3: Stroboscopic plots, comparison between (a)

the fixed base manipulator, and (b) the free-floating

base manipulator with the inverse or LSE solution.

The peak joint variables solutions obtained by an LS control, are displayed
in Fig. 7.6. Observe that when the spacecraft inertia tends to very high
values, the robot approaches the fixed base condition, assuming that the base
platform has a null momentum in the inertial space at the beginning of the
manoeuvre. Results for the LSE control, are displayed in Fig. 7.7. From the
analysis of the LS results, it can be noticed that the peak values of the joint
angle, velocity and acceleration increase as long as the inertial properties
are decreased, and that the percent variation is higher for joint accelerations
and velocities, with respect to joint angles. The same considerations can be
made in case of using the LSE solution. Observe also that the joint variables
increase is much higher in the LS case, especially for what concerns joint
accelerations and velocities. In both figures the case k = 100, which is related
to a massive spacecraft, is taken as a reference in order to compute the
percent variations. This observations represent a generalization of what was
observed in the previous section about the LSE solution, which, thanks to
the stability inferred to the base attitude, causes the optimal joint solutions
to differ less that the LS solution to the fixed base condition. This motivates
further investigations about a possible implementation of approximated fixed
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Figure 7.4: LSE resolved joint accelerations for the fixed

base and the free-floating base conditions.

base dynamics model in order to achieve good results with great save of
computational effort for large spacecrafts and applications for space stations.

7.3 Zero reaction workspace

In this section a study on the straight-path workspace in which a zero re-
action torque can be obtained is carried out for different base inertial prop-
erties. First of all, the Zero Reaction Workspace of the free-floating robot
considered in the previous section, for which k = 1.95, is compared to the
one of a fixed based robot, for which k → ∞. The comparison, presented
in Figure 7.8, is carried out both considering the robot real joint position
limits:

ϑ̄ = π
180 · [± 90,± 120,± 120]T rad (7.6)

and without that constraint. Then, the Zero Reaction Workspace of the
robot taken as a reference with k = 1.95 is compared to the ones related to
a lightweight spacecraft with k = 0.1, illustrated again in Fig. 7.8. The Zero
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Figure 7.5: Base reaction torque disturbance with LS

and LSE resolutions, and comparison to the fixed base

robot results.

Reaction Workspaces are computed using straight end-effector paths, in a
similar approach to that discussed for the fixes base robot in Chapter 6. In
this case a constant velocity profile gave been adopted, and the workspace
bound obtained when a joint velocity value exceeded the limit value of ± 2
rad/s. From the analysis of Figure 10, it can be noticed that: 1) the Zero
Reaction Workspace computed considering joint limits is contained in the
one which does not consider them, for both robot configurations; 2) the Zero
Reaction Workspace of the free floating robot computed without considering
joint limits is contained in the one of the fixed-based robot; 3) the same as
point 2. is true also considering joint limits.

Point 1. is easily understood, since each straight end-effector path can
be terminated before the LSE solution becomes unstable, when one joint
limit is reached. Point 2. is due to the fact that, for a given end-effector
trajectory, if a free-floating robot is used instead of a fixed based one, higher
joint velocities and accelerations are needed and, therefore, the joint velocity
limit is reached beforehand. Similarly, point 3. is due to the fact that, for a
given end-effector trajectory, a free-floating robot needs higher joint angles
with respect to a fixed based one.

Some unexpected behaviour is noticed when small base inertial properties
are used. For some directions, in fact, the Zero Reaction Workspace for
k = 0.1 is external to that related to the reference case k = 1.95. This is due
to a favorable displacement of the base, which during the motion reaches a
position that allows the reach of more distant points. This concept can be
better understood by means of the example shown in the stroboscopic plot
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Figure 7.6: Increase the peak joint variables with a re-

duction in the spacecraft base mass and inertia, with

the LS solution.

of Fig. 7.9 in which a long zero reaction straight path is presented in the
case of k = 0.1.
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Figure 7.7: Increase the peak joint variables with a re-

duction in the spacecraft base mass and inertia, with

the LSE solution.

Figure 7.8: Straight-path workspace for a free-floating

base arm compared to the fixed base workspace and to

a different base inertia.
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Figure 7.9: Favourable base displacement during a

straight path end-effector tracking.
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Chapter 8

Extensions and applications

In this Chapter, the base reaction control laws exposed in the previous chap-
ters will be extended to the tracking of a general base reaction profile, mak-
ing full use of the control framework presented in Chapter 5. A complete
description of this concept was published by the author’s research group in
[43].

8.1 Desired acceleration feedback

In previous chapters, a trajectory tracking maneuver was considered, and
the kinematic control problem resolved for a precise trajectory tracking and
assuming a fine accordance between the manipulator model and the real
robot. In order to cope with model uncertainties and more complex tasks
and systems, it reveals useful to introduce a feedback control formulation
in the control scheme. In order to realize this objective, the notion of the
desired end-effector acceleration profile, denoted now as ad = ad(t) can be
extended.

In the previous discussion, the desired acceleration profile was simply
defined as the second time-derivative of the desired end-effector trajectory

ad = ẍd (8.1)

A more general acceleration profile can be prescribed instead, including feed-
back gains with respect to the position and velocity errors in the RAC con-
text, for example with PD the law as proposed by Yoshida and Umetani in
[11] for space manipulators:

ad = ẍd − KD(ẋ − ẋd) − KP (x − xd) (8.2)
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Figure 8.1: Approximation of an end-effector trajectory

while performing a force tracking for the reaction com-

ponents Fx and Fy by simulation.

The proportional gain KP can be interpreted as a multi-dimensional spring
attractor that keeps the end-effector location close to the moving target along
the trajectory, while the derivative gain KD can be interpreted as a multi-
dimensional virtual damper. A more simple formulation for the feedback
acceleration

ad = −KP (x − xd) − KD(ẋ − ẋd) (8.3)

Other laws can be investigated and with their stability properties, according
to the specific problem and task priorities considered. For the generality
of the formulation consider also a traditional PD feedback scheme at the
acceleration level that may be useful for Point to Point Manoeuvres:

ad = −KP (x − xd) − KD θ̇ (8.4)

This last equation may be interpreted as a basic Path Planning scheme. In
this way, the RAC statements of imposing the desired acceleration tracking
is expressed as

ẍ(θ̈) = ad(t) (8.5)

and the least squares approximation of the desired acceleration profile is
expressed in the form:

ẍ(θ̈) ∼= ad(t) (8.6)

Some of these control laws will be used and investigated in the extended
problems of the foregoing sections.
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Figure 8.2: Reaction forces and torque simulation. The

forces Fx and Fy are under tracking while the torque Tz

is free.

8.2 Base reactions tracking

The idea of tracking a desired base reaction profile extends the kinematic
trajectory tracking to the dynamic task, exchanging the roles of the kine-
matic Jacobian matrix and the dynamic mass matrix.

Inverse dynamic-tracking problem For a dimensional condition given
by:

n = d (8.7)

The problem of inverting the dynamics at the acceleration level of the ma-
nipulator can be tackled, in order to perform the desired reaction profile

R(θ̈) = Rd(t) (8.8)

and the solution if exists can be given in the form:

θ̈ = M−1( ẍd − n ) (8.9)

Least squares dynamic-tracking problems The extension to the non-
square mass matrix condition, can be provided at first by the pseudoinverse
solution at the dynamic task level:

θ̈ = M †( Rd − n ) (8.10)

In the dynamic deficiency condition for which

n < d (8.11)
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the LS formulation provides the solution to the problem R(θ̈) ∼= Rd(t),
minimizing the acceleration error ga = e2

a, that can be made explicit in the
joint variables as:

M θ̈ + n ∼= Rd(t) (8.12)

On the other side, for the dynamic-task redundancy condition

n > d (8.13)

the LS solution represents the reaction tracking R(θ̈) = Rd(t) solution of
minimum joint acceleration norm θ̈ ∼= 0, solution to the explicit problem

{

M θ̈ + n = Rd(t)

θ̈ ∼= 0
(8.14)

8.3 Dynamic coordination principles

In order to extend the formulation to the simultaneous kinematic and dy-
namic task control, the optimization framwork of Chapter 5 can be used and
extended.

Exact end-effector trajectory with approximate reaction profile

The problem of tracking a desired end-effector trajectory with approximate
reaction profile is equivalent to the complete LSE problem in chapter 5.
Simulation tests can be found in [43] for this concept.

Exact reaction profile with approximate end-effector trajectory

More interesting is the case in which the priorities of the tasks are switched,
such as we intend to perform the exact tracking of a defined base reaction
profile, with the best approximation of a desired end-effector trajectory. The
necessary redundancy condition be:

n > d (8.15)

This Least Squares problem with Equality constraints (LSE), can be formu-
lated as:

{

J θ̈ + J̇ θ̇ ∼= ad(t)

M θ̈ + n = Rd(t)
(8.16)

in which the approximation-optimization line and constraint line have been
switched with respect to the previous formulation. The cosed form pseu-
doinverse formulation of the solution is provided by:

θ̈ = M †(Rd − n) − (JZM )† [JM †( Rd − n) − ( ad − J̇ θ̇ )] (8.17)
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and of course the extended Jacobian formulation by weighting can be used,
with λR ≫ λx. In Fig. 8.1 is illustrated the manipulator motion for the
tracking of a sinusoidal force profile in which the desired force vector is
selected as:

R =

[

Fx

Fy

]

(8.18)

while the reaction torque is left free. In the meantime a linear path is approx-
imated with the usual smooth motion law, with the feedback acceleration
law of Eq. (8.3), and the gains KP = KD = 100 · 1. Fig. 8.2 shows the
resulting base reaction profiles obtained by simulation.
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Chapter 9

Climbing forces control of a

bio-inspired robot

In this Chapter a work on modeling and control of contact forces for a
climbing robot with dry adhesion pads is presented. The work represent
a significant part of the research activity carried out in cooperation with
the robotics laboratory at the Simon Fraser University in Canada in 2008,
under the supervision of Prof. Menon, for the project of development of a
bio-inspired climbing robot for space applications [56].

The mechanical model of the climbing robot consists of a main body or
payload to which several legs are mounted in order to form a structure with
grasping capacities. Consider an inertial reference frame fixed to c climbing
surface ~Σc and express all the quantities in this frame. The external forces
applied to the robot are its local-gravity weight F b = m g⊗ and the contact
forces and torques at each contact pad F c i and T c i, that from a closer
insight at each contact pad, are the resultant action of a distributed surface
stress field t = t(r) applied at the points of contact r between the adhesion
pads and the climbing surface.

The robot is conceived in order to take advantage of dry adhesive attach-
ment pads, that consist of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micromachined
layers. In order to take full advantage of the adhesion properties of the
robot, and be able to perform a stable climbing of steep, vertical, and maybe
negative sloped surfaces, the control problem have been conceived by decom-
position in two independent parts:

1. a model of adhesion that relates the resultant actions on the pads to the
local surface tensions, that, together with a criticality measure of the
local stress tensions, give a prediction of the detachment conditions
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Figure 9.1: Climbing robot weight and contact forces.

of the pads, and allow to formulate a measure of distance from the
overall robot detachment conditions, to be minimized through active
joint control;

2. a joint torque active control logic, that together with a structural
model of the robot relating the joint torques to the surface contact
forces, allows to take the best advantage of the system capacity in
terms of grasping and adhesion.

The two steps are summarized in Fig. 9.2, and discussed in the following sec-

Figure 9.2: Adhesion control schematics.

tions, for the aforementioned adhesive material, and an experimental robot
prototype that have been developed at the Simon Fraser University in order
to validate the control concepts.
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9.1 A model of adhesion

A simple model of adhesion have been proposed for the micro-machined
PDMS material in order to be suitable for real-time applications, for control
and simulations purposes. The model have been implemented on a dynamic
simulator for a climbing robot; for details see the masters thesis of Ruffieux
in [57]. The results in this chapter have been presented by the author’s
research group in [38], while different approaches in literature can be found
in particular in Autumn et al. [58].

Figure 9.3: Adhesion model in the Yield space of the

surface stresses.

Contact forces The model is developed for the surface interaction be-
tween PDMS and glass. The adhesion surfaces are applied to the tip of rigid
cantilever of rectangular cross section that is subject to different external
forces F until the detachment is attained. This setup can be interpreted as
a basic model for a single robotic pad, although a specific test campaign may
be carried out once a prototype design configuration have been defined. The
assumption of the transmission of a negligible torque action by the robot is
justified some kind of passive spherical joint is designed in order to adapt
the pad to the climbing surface, but the concept can be extended to the
more general solicitation condition.

By means of a rigid cantilever model, the resultant contact forces F c

and torque T c at the contact interface can be retrieved by means of classic
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relations from the beam theory. The resultant contact forces are

F c =





Fx

Fy

Fz



 (9.1)

and resultant contact torques about the center of the contact surface are:

T c =





Tx

Ty

Tz



 =





−Fy · ℓ
Fx · ℓ

0



 (9.2)

Considering the local surface tension vector t , [ τx, τy, σz ]T, according to
a simple elastic beam model, the local solution with r = [x, y, z ]T is given
by:

t(r) =















τx =
(

h2/4−y2

b2/6

)

· Fx

A

τy =
(

b2/4−x2

h2/6

)

· Fy

A

σz = Fz

A + Tx·y
Jx

+
Ty ·x
Jy

(9.3)

where A = bh is the area of the contact surface, and Jx = bh3/12 and
Jy = hb3/12 are the two static moment of inertia for a rectangular surface.

Adhesion model The detachment conditions are studied in the Yield
plane of variable σ = [σ, τ ] = [σz,

√

τ2
x + τ2

y ]. The underlying idea is to

obtain a generalization of the classic criterium for the fracture predictions
of linear elastic materials due to Von Mises, in which the equivalent stress
measure can be evaluated as σe(VM) =

√
σ2 + 3τ2. This value can be visu-

alized int the Yield plane as the intercept of the an ellipse passing through
the local Yield status, and parallel to the threshold ellipse, with the σ-axis.

For the purpose of determining an equivalent measure of the stress and
a threshold condition for the material under investigation, we proceed as
follows, (a) several tests of detachment are reproduced on a test beam, (b)
an estimation of the surface stresses is given, and (c) an ellipse of best
interpolation in the Yield plane of the estimated detachment conditions is
determined. The general expression of an ellipse in the Yield plane is:

Aσ2 + Bστ + Cτ2 + Dσ + Eτ + F = 0 (9.4)

which is completely determined by its coefficient array A = [A,B, C, D, E, F ].
Also, the set of the ellipses centered at the origin may be useful, that are
those with D = E = 0. The values of the coefficients in A can be deter-
mined by least squares fitting of the detachment data, and all the parallel
ellipses can be parameterized by the parameter F in Eq. (9.4).
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Figure 9.4: Adhesion detachment tests and model im-

plementation conservative predictions.

Call Fe the parameter chosen to represent the threshold ellipse, than at
the σ-axis intercept the equivalent stress σe is found, and Eq. (9.4) becomes:

Aσ2
e + Dσe + Fe = 0 (9.5)

Now substitute for the threshold value here determined of F = Fe = −Aσ2
e−

Dσe in the Yield-ellipse equation of Eq. (9.4), the equivalent stress measure
is found:

σe1(σ) =

√

σ2 +

(

B

A

)

στ +

(

C

A

)

τ2 +

(

D

A

)

σ +

(

E

A

)

τ −
(

D

A

)

(9.6)

For the significant condition of a threshold ellipse centered at the origin,
becomes simply:

σe2(σ) =

√

σ2 +

(

B

A

)

στ +

(

C

A

)

τ2 . (9.7)

In this context, the model predicts that the adhesion is holding, if

σe(σ) < σth (9.8)

A test campaign have been carried out for the adhesion of Polydimethyl-
siloxane against glass. The adhesion characteristics have been evaluated by
means of the model of Eq. (9.7) giving the following expression for the
equivalent stress

σe2(P/G) ≈
√

σ2 + 0.188 στ + 0.692 τ2 (9.9)
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and a threshold equivalent stress of

σth(P/G) ≈ 30.5 kPa (9.10)

By means of functional composition σe = σe ◦ σ ◦ t ◦ F , and an evaluation
about selected points r at the contact interface, the measure of detachment
can be referred to the forces applied by the robot to the pad through its
foot hinge σe = σe(F ). This model have been tested and gave conservative
detachment predictions in the undertaken experiments, as illustrated in Fig.
9.1. Further test campaigns are expected in order to obtain a more accurate
model.

9.2 Experimental robot setup

In this part the problem of controlling the surface contact forces is pre-
sented and resolved according to optimization criteria for an experimental
robot prototype setup that have been developed for the purpose of validating
the concepts [59] . A homologous simulation counterpart that reproduces
the geometrical and inertial properties of the experimental prototype have
been developed in MatlabTM, and validated in AdamsTM. The experimental
setup, illustrated in Fig. 9.5, is composed of a planar robot in a fixed config-
uration and a set of load cell that retrieve the contact reaction forces normal
to the climbing surface. The robot joints are powered by n.3 servomotors
that provide the desired torque. Joints and links are aligned in a vertical
axis and numbered from top to bottom, such as joint 1 and link 1 are at
the top of the robot, such as joint 2 and link 2 are at the center, and joint
3 and link 3 are at the bottom of the robot. The analyzed configuration
simulates a vertical climb. The goal of the optimization control process is to
define a set of desired control torques that depart the robot adhesion state
from the detachment conditions. The robot is fixed in an over-constrained
configuration, such that its balance is achieved also with zero torque at the
joints; in this way it is possible to compare the results of an active joint
control with the natural unloaded joint conditions.

The geometrical and inertial properties of the robot that have been used
also in simulation models, are reported in Tab. 9.1. The instrumentation
part is composed of n.3 load cells arranged in a vertical line, capable of
retrieving the reaction forces in the direction normal to the climbing surface.
For further details on the design and construction of the experimental setup,
see the masters thesis of Li in [59].
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Figure 9.5: Experimental setup of the planar 3 DOF

climbing robot prototype, with three joint motors and

three force sensors at the contact hinges. Side and lat-

eral view [59].

9.3 Statics of a climbing robot

In this section it is shown how it is possible to optimize the surface contact
forces F c i by means of applying a set of optimal control torques τ at the
robot joints. Consider the test robot with 3 powered 1-DOF joints and
3 legs and contact tips with the climbing surface, and an external gravity
acceleration of g, generating a weight force m g about the robot CM.

In order to maintain the static balance of the robot, the resultant ex-
ternal forces and torques applied to the robot need to compensate. The
static balance equation of the whole system, represents the statics equality
constraint of the optimization problem. Define a pole for evaluation of the
torques as the origin of the reference frame solid with the climbing surface
~Σc.

Simplified adhesion model In order to simplify the problem and given
the experimental setup, consider the problem of controlling the normal com-
ponents of the contact forces instead of a complete function of contact forces
and torques as proposed in the previous section. In this condition, the equiv-
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Property Body Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

l [m] 0.200 0.050 0.050 0.050

θ [rad] – 0.876 0.876 −0.876

m [kg] 0.557 ∼ 0 ∼ 0 ∼ 0

Table 9.1: Experimental climbing robot geometrical and

inertial properties.

alent measure of surface stress according to the definitions of the previous
paragraph may be defined as:

σe = σ̄n =
Fcn

Ac
=

F T
c n

Ac
(9.11)

Where n is the unit vector normal to the flat climbing surface, oriented
towards the robot such that it correspond to a detaching pulling force, and
Ac is the adhesion pad contact area. For this experimental setup, the x-axis
is horizontal, oriented towards the vertical surface in the direction opposite
to the normal vector, and the y-axis, is in vertical direction, opposite to the
gravity vector.

From a global point of view, observe that the detachment of the robot
from the wall would eventually start when the equivalent stress in a contact
point overcomes the threshold value. In general, the robot static state can
be said to be as far as possible from the undesired detaching conditions
when we are able minimize the maximum value of the stress measure σe(c),
problem that, for the simplified model considered here, is equivalent to the
minimization of the maximum value of the pulling contact force normal to
the climbing surface:

minimize max
i

{Fcn i} (9.12)

If we are able, by means of a joint torque loading action, to set the maximum
contact force to a lower level, it can be said that the robot is working in
favor of stability. The optimization problem in this form, in the contact
forces variables, becomes a minimax problem, as is explained in the following
paragraphs.

Static balance The overall balance of the robot in static configuration is
guaranteed by the Newton-Euler Eq. (4.21) for the static condition, and the
resultant forces and torques applied to the robot must balance. The robot
balance represents the equality constraint of the problem. In order to express
this constraint, define the contact forces vector variable as the collection of
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all the contact forces applied at each tip to the climbing surface, equal to
the opposite of the reaction forces that the surface applies to the robot:

c ,





F 1

F 2

F 3



 = −





F c1

F c2

F c3



 (9.13)

Be G the robot center of mass of position rG = rOG, the external wrench
due to the weight F b composed of the resultant force and resultant force
about the system origin due to the weight is:

b ,

[

1

r×
G

]

F b =

[

F b

r×
G F b

]

(9.14)

By means of defining a grasp matrix G, suggested from the analogies with
problems of manipulation grasping, of the form:

G =

[

1 1 1

r×
c1 r×

c2 r×
c3

]

(9.15)

The system balance constraint can be expressed as:

Gc = b (9.16)

In former Eq. (9.15), the positions vectors rci are the positions of the centers
of the contact tips, while for a non-fixed robot configuration the grasp matrix
depends on the configuration itself G = G(θ). Since the balance equation
represents an under-constrained system in the contact forces variables c,
an optimization process can be carried out according to the discussions in
Appendix A. The generic solution of the contact forces can be expressed by
means of an arbitrary vector ξ as:

c ξ = G†b + ZG ξ (9.17)

The optimization of the contact forces c is the subject of the following para-
graph, and can be carried out by observing that different configurations of
contact forces can be achieved by means of different internal joint torques
τ .

Once a desired set of contact forces c have been evaluated, the necessary
joint torques that are able to produce those interaction forces are given by
means of statics relations of the structure,1 that can be obtained with the
methods of statics, for example by free-body diagrams of each links of the

1For the robot structure of our tests, be α the inclination of the climbing surface, ℓ

the length of the links, and e the eccentricity of the center of mass G with respect to the

geometrical center of the main body, the statics equations of the robot can be organized
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system, similar to the transposed Jacobian statics equations for serial ma-
nipulators and parallel robots. This forces Jacobian matrix is here denoted
by JF . The statics relation for the robot structure can be expressed in the
form:

τ = JF c (9.18)

With JF of the experimental robot as in the footnote (1).

9.4 Contact forces optimization

In this section two optimization solutions will be considered to the contact
forces distribution. Their performances have been tested on a MatlabTM

simulator, and validated by means of the experimental robot prototype pre-
viously described. Furthermore, give the over-constrained static configu-
ration of the robot, it is possible to compare the results with the natural
solution without any torque load at the robot joints. The two optimization
procedures examined are 1) the least squares (LS) optimization, according
to the theory in Appendix A, and 2) the minimax (MMX) optimization,
according to standard numerical routines.

Minimax optimization The normal contact forces of all the robot tips
can be extracted by means of a selection matrix cn = −cx = Sx c, as
described in Chapter 5, and the MMX optimization problem of Eq. 9.12

as follows:






























1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1
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with τα = −τ1 − τ2 − τ3 − mg · (ey cos α + ex sin α)
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ri-formulated by taking into account the balance constraint as:

minimize maxi (Sx c)i

subject to Gc = b
(9.19)

The solution is provided by means of standard numerical iterative routines,
on which no further investigation is of interest for the purposes of these tests.

Least squares optimization On the other side, the least squares opti-
mization of the pulling forces, can be expressed as:2

minimize ‖Sx c‖2

subject to Gc = b
(9.20)

Note that for a general expression of the matrix Sx that could character-
ize a different cost function, the problem of Eq. (9.20), results to be a
Least Squares Problem with Equality constraints problem, LSE. Anyhow,
given the special formulation of the cost function given in this test-case,
with the cost-function matrix composed only of elements in B = {0, 1}, the
problem, and its solution, have been found to be equivalent to a simple
under-constrained least squares problem of the form of Eq. (A.26):

{

G c = b

c ∼= 0
(9.21)

and its solution is:
c = G† b (9.22)

For this reason in this context we use the notation LS to identify the solution
to the problem in Eq. (9.20). The optimal contact forces obtained with these
procedures, are then passed to the statics model of the robot of Eq. (9.18),
that provides the corresponding joint control torques τ .

Simulations and experimental tests The force control concepts pro-
posed in this Chapter, have been tested on the experimental robot prototype
of Fig. 9.5, and simulations have been carried out by means of a validated
simulator, in which the robot statics and the control paradigms have been
implemented. The results of the optimization have been compared to the
natural unloaded-joints configuration with τ = 0. In Fig. 9.6 are displayed
the values of the normal contact forces that are obtained by means of the
natural solution, and the minimax solution, showing a good correspondence
between the simulation results and the experimental data. For what con-

2In this case the problem setting could be described by means of the notation used in

the part regarding the space manipulator, but we prefer to leave the explicit definition of

the cost function in order to be comparable to the minimax problem formulation.
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Figure 9.6: Experimental and simulation values of the

normal contact forces at the tips, for the unloaded joints

and the Minimax optimization.

cerns the maximum value of the pulling contact forces, from the analysis
of Fig.s 9.7 and 9.6 it can be noticed that: 1) the MMX solution provides
slightly better performances than the LS solution, resulting in a reduction of
the maximum force of 31.0% for the simulation results, and showing also a
slightly reduced control torque, whose maximum values is reduced of 19.4%
with respect to the LS solution; 2) the LS and the MMX solutions highely
improves the performances with respect to the unloaded natural configura-
tion. The simulation comparisons result in a peak force reduction of 88.1%
for the LS solution, and of 91.4% for the MMX solution, demonstrating the
significant improvements on the stability of the climbing robot that can be
attained by means of an active joint torque control. For what concernes the
experimental data, the MMX solution still provide a reduction of 87.4% of
the peak pulling force, confirming very good performances also in experi-
mental conditions. The difference in terms of pulling forces results between
the LS and MMX solutions are not significant for what concernes the ex-
perimental results and are below the accuracy of the experimental setup.

In order to observe the performances of the optimization in different
climbing conditions, a simulation campaign have been carried out by means
of changing the angle α of the climbing surface (and its normal vector) with
respect to the gravity vector. The results are reported in Fig. 9.8 for the un-
loaded, LS, and MMX solutions, and the maximum value of the pulling forces
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Figure 9.7: Normal contact forces and required joint

torques comparison between Least Squares and Mini-

max optimizations.

together with the maximum value of the required joint torques is provided.
In this plot, positive values are aligned with the surface-normal vector, such
that they identify the pulling forces; negative values are displayed if none
of the contact forces is pulling, and in that condition the minimum (closer
to zero) pushing force is displayed. The simulation tests confirm very good
performances of the optimization laws for what concerns the reduction in
pulling forces of LS and MMX solution with respect to the natural solution,
with a peak in the optimization performances for the vertical climbing con-
ditions discussed in the experimental tests. When the climbing surface is
about horizontal, the LS and MMX solutions give the same results, while
the solution start to differ when some pulling detaching components arise.
In this case the MMX solution provides always slightly better performances
than the LS solution. The experimental condition achieved for an angle of
90 deg, results favorable in terms of joint torques to the MMX solution,
although for the inverted configuration achieved for an angle of 270 deg, the
convenience is inverted as well and the LS solution provides lower torques.
The natural configuration results convenient only for an angle of about 160
deg, where all the three solution provide very similar results thanks to a fa-
vorable distribution of the forces. It results also interesting to observe that
both the optimal solutions always exhibit a pushing force at the bottom tip,
suggesting a similar behaviour to what happens in nature for example in
geckos, whose climbing system relies on similar adhesive principles, and for
which the bottom tip can be represented by its tail, that is pushing against
the climbing surface in order to preserve the static balance.

In conclusion, from the test campaign can be asserted that 1) contact
pulling forces can be greatly reduced by means of an active joint torque
control, at the expense of pretty high values for the require joint torques;
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Figure 9.8: Contact forces and required joint torques

for the natural, least squares, and minimax joint loading

conditions.
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2) the LS and MMX solutions do not significantly differ in performances
with respect to the natural condition for the test configurations, suggest-
ing further investigation in order to assess if a simple LS control, suitable
for real-time implementation with a lower computational effort, is generally
effective for different operative conditions. In order to reduce the required
reaction torques as pointed out in the first observation, the study of an im-
proved inequality constrained problem that consider joint-torque limits to
the solution may be interesting, especially if the robot present a non null
number of joint redundancies such that more freedom would be available in
the solution of the joint torques.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this thesis original solutions to the base reaction control problem of space
manipulators have been presented, by exploiting the manipulator kinematic
redundancy in order to minimize appropriate dynamic cost functions de-
fined through a weighted combination of reaction forces and torques. The
development is carried out in the general framework of a trajectory-tracking
manoeuvre, through local optimization of the joint trajectories, which is
performed in the context of the Resolved Acceleration Control (RAC). Solu-
tions are provided in the domain of a more general theory, presenting original
applications in dynamic control of robot manipulators and extending the re-
sults in a form suitable for on-line implementations, that allows to approach
a wide class of kinematics and dynamics coupled problems, thanks to the
arrangement of the kinematic control problems in the form of constrained
least squares problems. The proposed solutions have been compared to the
traditional Least Squares (LS) solution of the kinematic redundancy, while
closed form optimal solutions have been provided for the trajectory-tracking
manoeuvre problem that has been defined as a Least Squares with Equality
constraints (LSE) problem. The introduction of joint acceleration limits in
the solution has been provided, by means of a Least Squares with Equality
and Inequality constraints (LSEI) problem formulation. Original formula-
tions of the solutions have also been proposed by means of an extended Jaco-
bian approach, through the utilization of inverse and pseudoinverse methods.
The possibility of improving the dynamic performances of the solutions by
means of assigning appropriate weights to the kinematic and dynamic tasks
have been assessed, thanks to the introduction and extension of the weight-
ing method for solving the general LSE problem. Furthermore, the approach
to the problem used in this work allows the unification of the base reaction
control problem for fixed base manipulators and free-floating base manipula-
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tors, under a common resolution scheme. The proposed control schemes have
been tested on a planar three degrees-of-freedom experimental manipulator,
available in the laboratories of the CISAS center at the University of Padua,
in Padova (Italy), and analyzed through simulations carried out in a robot
simulation environment. Test campaigns have been carried out for different
configurations, and a sensitivity analysis on relevant parameters has been
undertaken, demonstrating that good performances of the optimal solutions
are possible in the reduction of the dynamic reaction disturbances. As a
drawback, it has been observed that higher joint accelerations are requested
by the optimal solutions in order to provide the desired counterbalance. Sim-
ulations of the control schemes in the free-floating base condition revealed
that when attitude stability is conferred to the base platform by means of
an optimal LSE kinematic control of the manipulator motion, the optimal
joint acceleration solutions are not significantly different with respect to the
fixed base condition, which suggests further investigation on the possibility
of implementing approximate fixed base dynamics models on space robotic
systems in order to reduce the computation burden of the kinematic con-
trol. As an important result, the possibility of realizing a zero reaction
target-tracking manoeuvre has been demonstrated, and studies on the zero
reaction workspace in the fixed base and free floating conditions have been
presented. Furthermore, the approach to the problem have been extended in
order to realize a general reaction-tracking manoeuvre at the manipulator
base, which allows the achievement of an exact base reaction profile with
simultaneous control of the end-effector motion, and thus creating a unified
basis for a zero reaction control framework, and the possible extension to
dynamic coordination principles for a multi-manipulator platform.

A collateral research activity on the control of the contact forces of a
bio-inspired climbing robot, relying on contact devices with dry adhesion
properties, have been presented. This research have been developed in co-
operation with the Simon Fraser University, in Vancouver (Canada). First, a
simplified model of adhesion have been proposed for a Polydimethylsiloxane
micro-machined material layer against a glass surface, that reveals suitable
for real-time applications. Then, a control framework have been developed
in order to optimize the contact forces of the climbing robot, by means of
Least Squares (LS) and Minimax (MMX) optimization schemes. The study
evidenced the possibility to improve the stability of the robot by means of
an active joint torque control. The design of a planar experimental robot
test setup and and a simulation campaign have allowed the observation of
great performances of the proposed schemes, at the expense of relatively
high joint control torques.

The results accomplished in this work and presented in this thesis, mo-
tivate the effective implementation of the proposed control schemes in full
scale tri-dimensional robotic systems, by means of efficient and numerically
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stable computational schemes and in the framework of robust sensory feed-
back control systems.
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Appendix A

Optimization with least

squares methods

The control paradigms developed in this work, make use mostly of linear
least squares methods, that are briefly reviewed in this chapter. The notation
is derived from the classic numerical work on least squares problems by
Lawson and Hanson in [27], and Hanson and Haskell in [29, 60]. Other
useful references on least squares methods and generalized inverses can be
found in [28, 61, 62], while a recent review on numerical methods for least
squares problems can be found in the work of Björk [63].

Since the scope of the optimization consists in obtaining a control input
solution, let’s denote by u ∈ R

n the unknown n-dimensional vectorial incog-
nita, as common in control problems. A linear transformation R

n → R
m of

the variable u is defined by a function of the form fA(u) , Au + b. The
associated homogeneous linear transformation is gA(u) , A u and can be
identified with its transformation matrix A ∈ R

m×n.
The range space of A, RA , {gA(u) : u ∈ R

n}, set of all the images of
the homogeneous function gA, is also the linear span of the columns of A.
Its dimension is called rank of the transformation

rkA , dim(RA) 6 m (A.1)

The null space of NA , {u : gA(u) = 0}, is the subspace of R
n such that

the images through gA are the null vector 0, and its dimension is called
nullity of the transformation

nyA , dim(NA) 6 n − m (A.2)
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The bounding relation at the right side in previous definition, come from
the rank-nullity theorem, affirming that:

rkA + nyA = n (A.3)

These definitions for the homogeneous transformation gA, characterize
also the linear transformation fA, spanning a linear flat, which is a trans-
lated subspace passing through the point b ∈ R

m.

A.1 Linear algebraic systems

Consider now a linear system of equations:

A u = b (A.4)

Different conditions arise depending on the number of possible solutions to
the problem. In fact, there can be a unique solution, no solutions at all, or
infinite solutions. When the matrix A is a square full-rank matrix, m = n
and rkA = n, a unique solution exists to the problem (A.4), and is formally
obtained through inversion of the transformation matrix, leading to what
here we call the inverse solution

u INV = A−1 b (A.5)

Accurate and efficient numerical implementations of this solution can be
carried out by factorization or iterative methods, see for example Golub in
[62].

When infinite solutions to the problem (A.4) exist, optimization criteria
can be involved in order to define a preference solution, while in the case with
no solution, in many cases it’s interesting to obtain the best approximation
to the problem according to some criteria.

A.2 Least squares approximation and generalized

inverses

Consider at first the condition for which no solution exists to the problem
(A.4), that in this way results to be over-constrained. In this context, we are
interested in determining the best approximation of the solution in a least
squares sense. With this we mean the determination of the solution u such
that its image A u is of minimum distance from the desired vector b, i.e.
we intend to minimize the norm of the difference

‖A u − b‖2 (A.6)
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We rewrite this problem with the notation introduced in [27] as

A u ∼= b (A.7)

This notation underlines the point that we are interested in the best approx-
imation of the solution, and we mean this in a least squares sense.

The solution to the problem (A.7) is given by means of the Moore-
Penrose generalized inverse A†, or pseudoinverse, of the transformation ma-
trix, in the form

uLS = A† b (A.8)

The concept of generalized inverses arises for rectangular matrices as in the
cases of our problem. There have been defined different types of generalized
inverses of a matrix, see for example [61], while the most known and most
useful for our applcation is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse that is
briefly introduced here.

Moore-Penrose generalized inverse In order to introduce the gener-
alized inverse of a matrix, it is useful to remind the notion of a projection
matrix. Given a subspace M, the orthogonal projector onto M, PM is
defined as the symmetric matrix such that:

{

PM u = u if u ∈ M
PM u = 0 if u ∈ M⊥ (A.9)

This matrix operator satisfies the properties: 1−PM = PM⊥ , and also P =
PR(P ). Now the pseudoinverse can be defined. There have two equivalent
definitions, the first, given by Moore, defines the pseudoinverse of A as the
unique matrix A† such that

A A† = PR(A)

A† A = PR(AT)
(A.10)

In this way, A†A is the projector onto the row space of A, while

ZA , 1 − A†A = PN (A) (A.11)

is the projector onto the null space of A, and A A† is the projector onto its
range (column space). The null-space projector ZA will be very useful in
the following developments.

The second is a formal definition, due to Penrose, and defines the pseu-
doinverse as the unique matrix that satisfies the following statements:

AA†A = A (A.12)

A†AA† = A† (A.13)

(AA†)T = AA† (A.14)

(A†A)T = A†A (A.15)
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Now we intend to give a formal expression of the pseudoinverse of a matrix.
Denote by r the rank of A, it can be demonstrated (see for example [28] for
reference) that, for any full rank decomposition of A :

A
m×n

= B
m×r

C
r×n

(A.16)

the following expression of the pseudoinverse satisfies the conditions of the
definition:

A† = [CT(CCT)−1] [(BTB)−1BT] (A.17)

Observe that, if A is full-row rank, r = n, the identity matrix can be sub-
stituted to the matrix B, B = 1

n×n
, and so A itself becomes the C matrix,

C = A. Then the expression for A† becomes:

A† = AT(AAT)−1 (A.18)

Vice versa, the full-column rank case, r = m, becomes:

A† = (ATA)−1AT (A.19)

These are the more familiar expressions for the pseudoinverse of a matrix.
However, it has to be noticed that the numerical implementation cannot rely
on direct implementation of these expressions, because of the ill conditioning
troubles due to matrix inversions, but should instead be based for instance on
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or QR factorization [62]. The reader
is reminded to the literature for further informations and properties of the
pseudoinverse.

A.3 Constrained least squares problems

This section deals with under-constrained condition for the problem of Eq.
(A.4), in which an infinite number of solutions exist. It can be shown that
the general solution can be expressed by means of the null-space projector
ZA, defined in Eq. (A.11), the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 1, and an
arbitrary vector ζ ∈ R

n, in the form

uζ = A† b + ZA ζ (A.20)

This condition is of most interest for the subject of this thesis which is mainly
concerned with redundant systems. The existence of infinite solutions allows
the definition of an optimization cost function. Choosing the cost function

1The general expression of the solution to the under-constrained problem can be given

also in terms of other generalized inverses, see for example [61].
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to be a linear function in the u vector unknown, the problem results to be
a linear Least Squares Problem with Equality constraints (LSE). Define the
linear cost function as

fC(u) , ‖Cu − d‖2 (A.21)

This is also the norm of the vector function fC(u) = Cu−d. The problem
of determining the point in R

n that satisfies the equality constraint of Eq.
(A.4) while minimizing the cost function of Eq. (A.21) can be synthesized
with the previous least-squares notation in the form

{

A u = b

C u ∼= d
(A.22)

A formulation of the solution to this problem can be provided in terms of the
pseudoinverse of the matrix A, that now defines an equality constraint to
be exactly satisfied during the approximation of the optimization relation,
and results to be:

uLSE = A† b − (CZA)† (CA†b − d) (A.23)

Observe that the most general solution would still consider the availability of
infinite solutions to the constrained problem in terms of an arbitrary vector
and the null-space projectors of A and C (see for example [28]). For the
purposes of this work this condition is not relevant; furthermore, may infinite
solutions still exist, the LSE solution of Eq. (A.23) provides the constrained
least squares solution of minimum norm.

Numerical methods are available for an appropriate implementation of
the solution to the LSE problem. Among those there have the weighting
method investigated by Van Loan [33, 27, 62], that makes use of a scalar
weighting factor µ, in order to derive a stable solution algorithm. This
methods comes from the observation that the LSE solution can be expressed
as the limit solution to the associate over-constrained least squares problem
by weighting:

[

µA

C

]

u ∼=
[

µ b

d

]

(A.24)

when the weight µ tends to infinity (the same could be achieved by a small
weighting factor ǫ multiplying the optimization equation and made approach
zero, that can be found in literature as well). Call uVL the solution to the
weighting problem, that reduces to a LS problem in the form of Eq. (A.7),
the solution to the LSE problem (A.22) is reached for

uLSE = lim
µ→∞

uVL(µ) (A.25)

This formulation has also the advantage that it allows the solution of a con-
strained least squares problem by means of a simple least squares routine.
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The reader is reminded to the literature for suitable numeric implementa-
tions and studies on the convenient choices for the weighting factor.

Now assign the values of C = 1, and d = 0, to the elements of the
optimization function fC. The constrained least squares problem for these
values can be reformulated as:

{

A u = b

u ∼= 0
(A.26)

its solution is formally provided by the same LS solution to the over-constrained
problem of Eq. (LS-solution)

uLS = A† b (A.27)

with the difference that the pseudoinverse matrix A† is evaluated differently
accoring to the formulation of Eq.s (A.18) and (A.19). We still refer to this
solution as LS solution, although it would be more appropriate to address
it as minimum norm solution. In order to underline the different meanings
one can mention the contexts of the over-constrained amd under-constrained
problems. Furthermore, these observations clarify the different meaning of
the pseudoinverse solutions in different dimensional contexts.

A.4 Equality and inequality constraints

The LSE problem can be further completed by taking in to account domain
boundaries for the unknown variable u, that in the original formulation of
the Least Squares Problem with Equality and Inequality constraints (LSEI)
[29]lawson1974solving can also be subject to linear transformation. In the
framework of this work we address the LSEI problem as







A u = b

C u ∼= d

ūl 6 u 6 ūu

(A.28)

The lower-bound and upper-bound inequalities are intended in a component-
wise sense. The solution to this problem can be reduced to LSE subproblems
and algorithms for its solution are available in literature to which the reader
is reminded. The solution is here addressed as

uLSEI = LSEI(A, b,C,d) (A.29)

since it’s not possible to give a closed form solution as it was done for the
LS and LSE cases due to the nature of the LSEI problem.
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